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We study N = 2 supersymmetric four dimensional gauge theories, in a certain N = 2
supergravity background, called Ω-background. The partition function of the theory in
the Ω-background can be calculated explicitly. We investigate various representations for
this partition function: a statistical sum over random partitions, a partition function of
the ensemble of random curves, a free fermion correlator.
These representations allow to derive rigorously the Seiberg-Witten geometry, the
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1. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetric gauge theories are interesting theoretical laboratories. They are rich
enough to exhibit most of the quantum field theory phenomena, yet they are rigid enough
to contain a lot of exactly calculable information [1][2][3][4]. They embed easily into string
theory, and provide an exciting arena for the search of string/gauge dualities [5][6][7][8].
In the past year a lot of progress has been made in understanding some of this rich
structure using direct field theoretic techniques ([9][10] and refs therein), in the case of the
theories with extended supersymmetry, and in [8] in the case of N = 2 susy broken down
to N = 1 by the superpotential.
In particular, a connection between four dimensional gauge theories and two dimen-
sional conformal field theories seemed to appear. Some earlier indications for such a
connection were observed in the study of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory [11][12].
In this paper we shall make this connection more transparent in the case of N = 2
theories.
We shall also derive, by purely field theoretic means, via direct instanton calculus, the
solution for the low-energy effective theories, proposed by Seiberg and Witten in 1994 [13]
and further generalized in [4][14].
1.1. Notations
Throughout the paper we denote the colour indices by the lower case Latin letters l,m, n =
1, . . . , N , the vevs of the Higgs field by
a = diag(a1, . . . , aN) , a =
1
N
∑
l
al, a˜l = al − a
the dual vevs by
ξ = diag(ξ1, . . . , ξN).
The vector
ρl =
1
N
(
l − N + 1
2
)
will occur often.
The gauge group G = U(N), the group of gauge transformations on R4 which extend
smoothly to S4 will be denoted by G. Its normal subgroup G∞, which consists of the gauge
transformations, trivial at ∞, will play a special roˆle.
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1.2. Organization of the paper
The section 2 is addressed at physicists, who want quickly jump onto the subject.
It contains previously unpublished details on the noncommutative regularizations of the
theories we consider, as well as systematic introduction into Ω-backgrounds. In this paper
we shall not touch upon the recently revived [15] C-backgrounds of [16][17], postponing
the explanations of the relations between Ω and C to some future work.
Section 3 starts setting up the stage for the mathematical problem and the reviews
the ingredients needed for its solution. We present the formula for the partition function
of the pure N = 2 gauge theory in the Ω-background, as a sum over random partitions.
We also begin to formulate the same sum in terms of random paths, which arise as the
boundaries of the Young diagrams, representing the random partitions. Mathematically
oriented reader can skip the section 2 and proceed directly to 3 (we also recommend [18][19]
for orientation).
Section 4 attacks the problem of the calculation of the prepotential. Physically it has
to do with the limit, where the Ω-background approaches the flat space. In the random
path representation, this limit is the quasiclassical limit, which can be evaluated using the
saddle point method. This is exactly the idea of our derivation. We extensively discuss the
equations on the minimizing path, and their solution. We find that the solution is most
simply described in terms of the Seiberg-Witten curve.
Section 5 explains the fermionic representation of the partition function in the special
Ω-background, preserving twice as much supersymmetries compared to the generic Ω-
background. Even though the formalism of free fermions is well-known to mathematicians,
under the name of the infinite wedge representations of gl(∞) algebra, we supply the
necessary details. We find that a certain transform of the partition function can be written
as a matrix element (current conformal block) of the exponentials in the Û(N) currents
on the sphere S2.
Section 6 begins our quest for generalizations. We discuss the softly broken N = 4
theory, i.e. N = 2 gauge theory with the matter hypermultiplet in the adjoint represen-
tation. As most of the steps are similar to the pure gauge theory case we move faster,
and write down the expression for the partition function in terms of partitions, paths, and
chiral fermions, which this time live on elliptic curve, determined by the microscopic gauge
coupling. Again we perform the saddle point evaluation, and find that the prepotential is
encoded, as conjectured by Donagi and Witten [20], in the spectral curves of the elliptic
Calogero-Moser integrable system.
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Section 7 considers gauge theories with matter in the fundamental representation, and
the gauge theories with the tower of Kaluza-Klein states, coming from the compactification
of the five dimensional theory on a circle.
Section 8 presents our conclusions and the discussion of the unsolved problems.
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2. N = 2 GAUGE THEORY, DEFORMATIONS AND BACKGROUNDS
In this section we remind the construction of [9][10] and also provide quite a few new
details. We consider N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory with the gauge group U(N).
We study Euclidean path integral with the fixed vev of the adjoint Higgs field, on R4
with certain nonminimal couplings. Most of the interesting dynamics in such theories is
associated with instanton [22] effects [23].
2.1. Lagrangian, fields, couplings
The simplest way to write down the action of the four dimensional super-Yang-Mills
theory with extended supersymmetry is to use dimensional reduction of the higher dimen-
sional minimal supersymmetric theory.
In particular, starting with the six dimensional N = 1 SYM we arrive at:
Lflat =
1
4g20
∫ √
Gd4x Tr
{
−FIJF IJ − 2DIφDIφ− [φ, φ]2
− iλα˙i σIαα˙DIλαi +
i
2
(
φǫij[λα˙i, λ
α˙
j ]− φǫij[λαi, λjα]
)}
+
ϑ0
2π
∫
TrF ∧ F
(2.1)
Here, AI , φ, φ are the components of the six dimensional gauge field, which decompose
as the four dimensional gauge field and an adjoint complex Higgs field (or two real Higgs
fields); λαi are N = 2 gluions – the pair of the four dimensional Weyl spinors, transforming
in the adjoint representation of the gauge group.
The indices α, β = 1, 2 correspond to the doublet of the SU(2)L, α˙, β˙ = 1, 2 is that
for SU(2)R, while i, j = 1, 2 are the internal indices, which reflect the SU(2)I R-symmetry
of the theory. They are raised and lowered using the SU(2) invariant tensor ε12 = −ε21 =
1 = ε21 = −ε12. Space-time Lorentz indices will be denoted throughout the paper by
the upper case Latin letters I, J, .. = 1, 2, 3, 4. The Pauli tensors, relating the spinor and
vector indices, are σIαα˙.
In (2.1) we have put the bare coupling constant g0 and the bare theta angle ϑ0. The
bare coupling corresponds to some high energy cut-off scale µ.
The action (2.1) is the limit of the six dimensional action of the theory put on a six
manifold T2 ×R4 with the standard flat product metric.
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2.2. Ω-background
However, in going from six to four dimensions one may have started with a nontrivial
six dimensional metric. In particular, by reducing on the two torus one may have considered
R4 bundles with nontrivial flat SO(4) connections, such as the space N6 with the metric:
ds2 = Adzdz + gIJ
(
dxI + V Idz + V
I
dz
)(
dxJ + V Jdz + V
J
dz
)
(2.2)
with V I = ΩIJx
J , V
I
= Ω
I
Jx
J , and the area A of the torus to be sent to zero. For [Ω,Ω] = 0
the metric (2.2) is flat.
However, for Ω 6= 0 the background (2.2) will break all supersymmetries. Indeed,
the spinors ǫiα, ǫα˙i generating supersymmetries of the (2.1) are the components of the six
dimensional Weyl spinor. In order to generate the symmetry of the theory on a curved
background the spinor must be covariantly constant. In our case this means that the
spinor, viewed as four dimensional Weyl spinor, should be invariant under the holonomies
around the two cycles of the two-torus, which is possible only for discrete choices of Ω,Ω.
2.2.1. Ω-background in the physical formalism
Fortunately there exists a continuous deformation of the N = 2 theory preserving
some fermionic symmetry (which also deforms along the way). The trick is to use the
R-symmetry, which is manifest in the four dimensional theory — the SU(2) group, which
acts on the internal index i = 1, 2 of the gluinos λ.
Namely, in addition to the nontrivial metric (2.2) we turn on a Wilson loop in the
R-symmetry group, which should compensate some part of the metric induced holonomy
on the spinors.
As a result, in the limit A→ 0 with Ω,Ω fixed the action (2.1) gets extra terms:
∆L = ΩIJL
(1) J
I + Ω
I
JL
(1) J
I + Ω
I
JΩ
K
L L
(2) JL
IK (2.3)
where
L
(1) J
I =
∫
d4x
√
G
(
xJ
(
TrFIKD
KΦ+ ǫijTrλα˙iDIλ
α˙
j
)
+GJKσijIKTr[λα˙i, λ
α˙
j ]
)
(2.4)
where the tensor σijIK = −σijKI = σjiIK = 12εIKJLσij JL is the ’t Hooft projector: so(4) =
suL(2)⊕ suR(2)→ suR(2) =
(
( 12)⊗ ( 12)
)
sym
:
σβ˙IJα˙ =
1
4
(
σββ˙I σJβa˙ − σββ˙J σIβa˙
)
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and, for future use:
σβIJα =
1
4
(
σIαα˙σ
βα˙
J − σJαα˙σβα˙I
)
Finally,
L
(2)JL
IK =
∫
d4x
√
G xJxL GMNTrFIMFKN (2.5)
2.2.2. Ω-background in the twisted formalism
Supersymmetric gauge theories with extended supersymmetry can be formulated in
a way which guarantees the existence of a nilpotent symmetry in any curved background.
This formulation, sometimes called twisted, or topological, or cohomological, makes use of
the R-symmetry of the theory. The coupling to the curved metric is accompanied by the
coupling to the R-symmetry gauge field, which is taken to be equal to the corresponding
projection of the spin connection[24][25]. In this way, the fermions of the pure gauge theory
become a one-form ψ, a self-dual two-form χ, and a scalar η. The bosons AI and φ are
not sensitive to the twisting.
The advantage of such a formulation of the theory is the clear geometric meaning
of all the terms in the action. It is well-known, that N = 2 super-Yang-Mills in the
twisted formulation provides an integral representation for the Donaldson invariants of
four-manifolds (for G = SO(3)). In our study the gauge theory lives on R4 which is
boring topologically. However, we study something different from the Donaldson theory,
due to Ω-background. It corresponds to the K-equivariant version of Donaldson invariants,
K = Spin(4) being the group of rotations.
In general, if the metric G = GIJdx
IdxJ of the Euclidean space-time manifold has
some isometries, one can deform the standard Donaldson-Witten [24][26] action, by cou-
pling it to the isometry vector fields V and V , which should commute [V, V ] = 0. Explicitly,
the action of the theory is given by:
L =
1
2g20
(−12TrF ⋆ F + Tr (DAφ− ιV F ) ⋆ (DAφ− ιV F )+ 12Tr[φ, φ]2 volg)
+Tr
(
χ (DAψ)
+
+ ηD∗Aψ + χ ⋆ LV χ+ η ∧ ⋆LV η + ψ ⋆ LV ψ
)
+Tr
(
χ ⋆ [φ, χ] + η ⋆ [φ, η] + ψ ⋆ [φ, ψ]
)
+
ϑ0
2π
TrF ∧ F
(2.6)
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On R4, we take, as above,
V I = ΩIJx
J , V
I
= Ω
I
Jx
J (2.7)
with
ΩIJ =

0 ǫ1 0 0
−ǫ1 0 0 0
0 0 0 ǫ2
0 0 −ǫ2 0
 , ΩIJ =

0 ǫ1 0 0
−ǫ1 0 0 0
0 0 0 ǫ2
0 0 −ǫ2 0
 (2.8)
where ΩIJ = GJKΩIK etc.
2.3. On supersymmetry
For completeness, we list here the formulae for the supersymmetries of the actions
(2.1)(2.3)(2.6).
2.3.1. Supersymmetry of the physical theory
The supercharges transform in the representation (2, 1, 2)⊕ (1, 2, 2) of the Lorentz ×
R-symmetry group SU(2)L×SU(2)R×SU(2)I . Introducing the corresponding infinitesimal
parameters: ζiα and ζ
i
α˙ the supersymmetry transformations can be written
δAI = −iλα˙i σIαα˙ζαi − iλαiσIαα˙ζ
α˙
i
δλαi = σ
IJ
αβζ
βiFIJ + iζ
i
αD + i
√
2σIαα˙DIBǫ
ijζ
α˙
j
δλ
i
α˙ = σ
IJ
α˙β˙
ζ
β˙
i FIJ − iζα˙iD + i
√
2σIαα˙DIBǫijζ
αj
δB =
√
2ζαiλαi
δB =
√
2ζ
α˙
i λ
i
α˙
(2.9)
with the auxiliary field D = [B,B].
2.3.2. Twisted superalgebra
The twisted formulation of the theory is achieved by replacing the Lorentz group
K = SU(2)L × SU(2)R ∈ K × SU(2)I by another subgroup of K × SU(2)I , namely
SU(2)L × SU(2)d, with SU(2)d being diagonally embedded into SU(2)R × SU(2)I . In
other words, the internal index i is identified with another SU(2)R index, α˙. The fields
are redefined, according to
ψI = λαβ˙σ
αβ˙
I , χIJ = σIJα˙β˙λ
α˙β˙
, η = ǫα˙β˙λ
α˙β˙
(2.10)
Similarly, the supersymmetry parameters ζiα become ζ
I , ζα˙i become ζ
IJ and ζ. Of course,
ζIJ is self-dual.
The supersymmetry algebra becomes:
δAI = −iζψI − iζIJψJ − iζIη
δψI = +ζ
JF−IJ + iζID + iζDIφ
δχIJ = ζF
+
IJ − iζIJD + i
(
ζ[IDJ ]φ
)+
δη = ζIJFIJ − iζD + ζIDIφ
δφ = ζIψI
δφ = ζη + ζIJχIJ .
(2.11)
The geometric meaning of the transformations δ is the following. The space of the
fields AI , φ, ψI , represents the G-equivariant de Rham complex of the spaceA of gauge fields
on R4, together with the ingredients needed to construct a Mathai-Quillen representative
of the Euler class of a certain infinite dimensional bundle over A, and the projection
form[27] associated with the projection A → A/G.
The space R4 is hyperka¨hler, and possesses an action of the group R4 of translations.
The transformation generated by ζ is the G-equivariant de Rham differential. The
transformations, generated by ζIJ correspond to the G-equivariant ∂I,J ,K differentials,
corresponding to the three complex structures on A induced from the complex structures
on R4. Finally, ζI correspond to the operators ι∂I of contraction with the vector fields on
A, induced by the vector fields
∂
∂xI
generating translations of R4.
2.3.3. Supersymmetry of the Ω-background
The transformations, which generate the symmetry of the Ω-background utilize the
rotational symmetries of R4. To the vector field
V = ΩIJx
J ∂
∂xI
there is an associated vector field on A and the associated operation of contraction on the
G-equivariant de Rham complex. In terms of the transformations δ of twisted theory these
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are simply the transformation (2.11) with the space-dependent transformation parameter
ζI = V I(x) = ΩIJx
J .
The theory (2.3) in invariant under the transformation, generated by:
(ζ, ζI , ζIJ) = (ζ, V I(x)ζ, 0)
The supercharge, generating this transformation, will be denoted as Q˜.
2.4. Noncommutative deformation
The theory (2.1) allows yet another deformation, which we shall implicitly use to simplify
our calculations. Let ΘIJ = −ΘJI be a constant Poisson tensor on R4. The theory on R4
can be deformed to that on the noncommutative space, R4Θ. A naive way to define this
deformation is to replace all the products of functions (or components of various tensor
fields) in (2.1) by the so-called Moyal product:
f ⋆ g (x) = exp
i
2
ΘIJ
∂
∂ξI
∂
∂ηJ
∣∣∣∣∣
η=ξ=0
f(x+ ξ)g(x+ η) (2.12)
More conceptual definition goes as follows (cf. [28][29]). Consider the theory (2.1) di-
mensionally reduced to zero space-time dimensions. We get some sort of supersymmetric
matrix model. Replace the matrices by the operators in the Hilbert space H. Explicitly,
we get the theory of six bosonic operators
XI , Φ,Φ; I = 1, . . . , 4 (2.13)
and eight fermionic ones (we use twisted formulation):
ΨI , η, χIJ = 12ε
IJKLχKL; I, J = 1, . . . , 4 (2.14)
where we lower indices using some Euclidean metric gIJ :
χKL = gKIgLJχ
IJ ,
The action reads:
L = − 1
4g2
TrH
(
gIKgJL
(
[XI , XJ ][XK , XL] + χIJ [XK ,ΨL] + χIJ [Φ, χKL]
)
+ 2gIJ
(
η[XI ,ΨJ ] + [Φ, XI ][Φ, XJ ] + ΨI [Φ,ΨJ ]
)
+
(
[Φ,Φ]2 + η[Φ, η]
))
+ TrH
(
iBIJ [X
I , XJ ] +
ϑ
8π
εIJKL[X
I , XJ ][XK, XL] + L0
)
(2.15)
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The action (2.15) leads to the equations of motion which do not depend on the parameters
entering the last line in (2.15), i.e. BIJ , ϑ0, L0.
•
A special class of extrema of the action (2.15) with all the fermionic fields set to zero is
achieved on the operators XI ,Φ,Φ obeying:
[XI , XJ ] = iΘIJ I, ΘIJ = 2g20 g
IKgJLBKL
[XI ,Φ] = 0 = [XI ,Φ] = [Φ,Φ]
(2.16)
Let us fix a standard set of operators xI in H obeying
[xI ,xJ ] = iΘIJ 1 (2.17)
The algebra (2.17) may be represented reducibly in H. In general, for nondegenerate ΘIJ ,
H = H0 ⊗W (2.18)
where H0 is irreducible representation of (2.17), and W is a multiplicity space, which we
shall assume to be a finite dimensional Hermitian vector space, of complex dimension N .
From now on, xI will denote the operators on H0. The corresponding operators on H will
be denoted as xI ⊗ 1N . Expanding:
XI = xI ⊗ 1N + iΘIJAJ(x), Φ = φ(x) = 1⊗ a+ φ∞(x) ,ΨI = ΘIJψJ (x) (2.19)
where φ∞(x) → 0, x → ∞, we arrive at the naive formulation, with the metric on R4,
given by:
GIJ = gKLΘ
IKΘJL
ϑ0 = ϑ Pf(Θ)
1
g20
=
1
g2
Pf(Θ)
√
detg
(2.20)
In (2.19), both AJ = AJ|ln⊗Eln and φ are valued in the N ×N matrices, anti-Hermitian
operators in W . To arrive at the ordinary gauge theory, we should take the limit Θ→ 0,
while keeping GIJ , g
2
0, ϑ0 finite. The curvature F of the gauge field A is given by:
[XI , XJ ] = iΘIJ +ΘIKΘJLFKL (2.21)
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2.4.1. Combining Ω and Θ
The universal gauge theory (2.15) can also be subject to the nontrivial Ω-background:
L = − 1
4g2
TrH
(
gIKgJL
(
[XI , XJ ][XK, XL]+
+ χIJ [XK ,ΨL] + χIJ
(
[Φ, χKL] + 2ΩKMχ
ML
))
+ 2gIJ
((
[Φ, XI ] + Ω
I
LX
L
)(
[Φ, XJ ] + ΩJKX
K
)
+
+ η[XI ,ΨJ ] + ΨI
(
[Φ,ΨJ ] + Ω
J
LΨ
L
))
+
(
[Φ,Φ]2 + η[Φ, η]
))
+TrH
(
iBIJ [X
I , XJ ] +
ϑ
8π
εIJKL[X
I , XJ ][XK, XL] + L0
)
(2.22)
The vacua of the theory (2.22) are given by the operators which solve slightly different
equations then (2.16). Namely, the condition on Φ is now:
[XI ,Φ] = ΩIJX
J , [XI ,Φ] = Ω
I
JX
J (2.23)
which is consistent with [XI , XJ ] = iΘIJ only under certain conditions on Ω,Θ,Ω. Namely,
assuming nondegeneracy of Θ, with ω = Θ−1, the matrices
EIJ = ΩKJ ωKI , EIJ = Ω
K
J ωKI , (2.24)
must be symmetric. Then the solution to (2.16) is given by:
XI = xI , Φ = 12EIJxIxJ , Φ = 12EIJxIxJ (2.25)
Now, the gauge field AI and the Higgs field φ are introduced via:
XI = xI ⊗ 1N + iΘIJAJ (x), Φ = 12EIJXIXJ ⊗ 1N + φ(x) (2.26)
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2.4.2. Supersymmetry of the noncommutative theory in Ω background
We shall only write down the supercharge of our interest:
Q˜XI = ΨI , Q˜ΨI = [Φ, XI ] + ΩIJX
J
Q˜Φ = 0 , Q˜χIJ = HIJ
Q˜HIJ = [Φ, χIJ ]− (ΩIKχJK −ΩJKχIK)+
Q˜Φ = η, Q˜η = [Φ,Φ]
(2.27)
Here HIJ is an auxiliary field, which is equal to [XI , XJ ]+ on-shell.
2.4.3. Observables in the supersymmetric gauge theory: Ω = 0
In the ordinary N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory a special class of observables
play an important role. They are distinguished by the property, that a certain super-
charge annihilates them. Of particular interest for application to Donaldson theory are
the observables which are constructed out of the invariant polynomials in the Higgs field φ
by means of the descend procedure. In terms of the twisted fields, these observables look
as follows. Let P (φ) be any G-invariant polynomial on the Lie algebra g = Lie(G) of the
gauge group G. Then:
O(0)P (x) = P (φ(x))
O(1)P (C) =
∮
C
∂P
∂φa
ψa
O(2)P (Σ) =
∫
Σ
∂P
∂φa
F a + 12
∂2P
∂φa∂φb
ψa ∧ ψb
...
O(4)P (X) =
∫
X
1
2
∂2P
∂φa∂φb
F a ∧ F b + . . .+ 1
24
∂4P
∂φa∂φb∂φc∂φd
ψa ∧ ψb ∧ ψc ∧ ψd
(2.28)
Here, x, C,Σ, . . . , X represent a 0, 1, 2, ..,4-cycles in the space-time manifold, respectively.
The main idea behind (2.28) is to use the fact that the supercharge Q acts on P (Φ(x)+ . . .)
as the de Rham differential. To compare the observables of the ordinary gauge theory to
those of the noncommutative gauge theory we shall utilize the generating function(form):
OP = P
(
φ(x) + ψI(x)dx
I + 1
2
FIJ (x)dx
I ∧ dxJ) ∈ Ω∗(spacetime) (2.29)
Its main property is:
dx〈OP (x) . . .〉 = 0
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•The noncommutative gauge symmetry does not allow, naively, for the local observables
like in the first line of (2.28). However, it has as many gauge invariant observables as does
the ordinary theory. For the gauge group U(N) the invariant polynomials can be expressed
as polynomials in the single trace operators
Pn(φ) = Trφ
n (2.30)
It is convenient to introduce the character:
Pβ(φ) = Tre
iβφ =
∞∑
n=0
(iβ)n
n!
Pn (2.31)
The analogue of (2.28)(2.29) is the following closed form on R4:
OPβ (x, dx) = β2e−βω
∫
d4ϑd4κ e−iβ(κIx
I+ϑIdx
I) TrHeiβΦ(ϑ,κ) (2.32)
where
Φ(ϑ, κ) = Φ + κIX
I + ϑIΨ
I + 12ϑIϑJ [X
I , XJ ], ω = 12ωIJdx
I ∧ dxJ (2.33)
The closedness of OPβ is proved with the help of the symmetry acting on ϑ, κ:
δϑ = κ, δκ = 0 (2.34)
2.4.4. Observables: Ω 6= 0
The chiral observables get deformed when Ω 6= 0. First of all, in the ordinary gauge
theory, the generating form OP becomes equivariantly closed under correlator:
(d+ ιV )OP = 0 (2.35)
In the noncommutative gauge theory we get the same statement, but now we need to
modify the symmetry δ to its equivariant analogue:
δϑI = κI , δκI = −ΩJI ϑJ (2.36)
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and change (2.32) to:
OPβ ;Ω =
∏
α=1,2
eβǫα − 1
ǫα
eβωΩ
∫
d4ϑd4κ e−iβ(κIx
I+ϑIdx
I) TrHeiβΦ(ϑ,κ)
ωΩ =
1
2
(
ωIJdx
I ∧ dxJ − EIJxIxJ
) (2.37)
In what follows we consider either 0-observable, or integrated 4-observable. In the first case,
we set x = 0 (to be at the fixed point), and get the integral over the ϑ, κ of TrHeiβΦ(ϑ,κ).
In the second case, we get the integral over the ϑ, κ of TrHeiβΦ(ϑ,κ) with an extra δ-
invariant Gaussian factor. Actually, (2.36) implies that the integral over ϑ, κ is localized
at κ = ϑ = 0, so that both 0- and 4-observables are equal, up to a ǫα-dependent factor:
O(0)Pβ ;Ω =
∏
α=1,2
(
eβǫα − 1) TrHeiβΦ∫
R4
O(4)Pβ ;Ω =
∏
α=1,2
eβǫα − 1
ǫα
TrHeiβΦ
(2.38)
The observables (2.38) are most natural in the five dimensional gauge theory compactified
on the circle of the circumference β. The periodicity of OPβ in Φ has there a simple origin
– large gauge transformations [14]. We shall return to this theory in the section 7.
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3. GAUGE THEORY PARTITION FUNCTION
In the ordinary gauge theory the natural object of study is the Euclidean path integral
over the field configurations, such that
φ(x)→ a, x→∞ (3.1)
We are aiming to calculate the path integral in the Ω-background, with the boundary
conditions (3.1) (and, in fact, using noncommutative deformation):
Z(a, ǫ1, ǫ2; Λ) =
∫
DADψDηDχDΦDΦ e
−
∫
R4
L
√
gd4x
(3.2)
In the noncommutative gauge theory the condition (3.1) is phrased differently. Think of
Φ as of the element of the Lie algebra of the group GΘ ≈ U(H) of gauge transformations
(note that normally one takes GΘ = PU(H)). The identification H = CN ⊗ H0 allows
to view Φ as an N × N matrix of operators in H0. The condition (3.1) is now stated as
follows:
Φ = a⊗ 1H0 + 121N ⊗ EIJxIxJ + ϕ(x) (3.3)
where ϕ(x)→ 0 as x→∞, faster then any power of x.
•
The integral (3.2) needs an UV cutoff µ. The bare couplings g0 and ϑ0 are renormalized,
thus generating an effective scale Λ,
Λ2N ∼ µ2Ne−
8π2
g2
0
+2πiϑ0
(3.4)
Remark: On U(1) factor. The gauge theory with the gauge group U(N) has an interesting
pattern of the renormalization group flow. The ordinary gauge theory has a decoupled U(1) factor,
which does not exhibit any renormalization of its coupling, and interacting SU(N) part, with the
famous phenomenon of asymptotic freedom, reflected in (3.4). When the theory is deformed by
Θ, the perturbative loop calculations are altered, in a Θ-dependent way, as it introduces, among
other things, an energy scale. In particular, the U(1) factor coupling constant starts running, in
the energy range
µ≫ Λ≫
1
µΘ
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where the formula (3.4) with N = 1 holds (this result is a simple generalization of [30], which
can also be justified using [1][31]). The U(1)N−1 ⊂ SU(N) gauge couplings experience different
renormalization group flow, as they are affected by the loops of the charged W-bosons. In principle,
we should introduce two distinct low-energy scales, one for SU(N) part of the gauge group, another
for U(1): Λ,Λ0. As we shall eventually remove noncommutativity, it makes sense to keep Λ0 ≈ µ.
We shall encounter the ambiguity related to the U(1) factor in the analysis of the Seiberg-Witten
curves. In the paper we concentrate on the SU(N) dynamics, and mostly set a = 0.
Remark: The theory (2.1) has an anomalous U(1)gh symmetry (gh for ghost). Under this
symmetry, the adjoint Higgs field Φ has charge +2, Φ has charge −2, the fermions ψ have charge
+1, χ, η have charge −1. In the background of the instanton of charge k the path integral measure
transforms under the ghost U(1) with the charge −4kN . The Ω deformation breaks U(1)gh. It
can be restored by assigning Ω,Ω the charges +2,−2, respectively.
3.1. Partition function as a sum over partitions
The partition function Z(a, ǫ1, ǫ2; Λ) can be explicitly evaluated as a sum over instan-
tons. Moreover, the Ω-background lifts instanton moduli, leaving only a finite number
of isolated points on the appropriately compactified instanton moduli space as a full set
of supersymmetric minima of the action. The evaluation of (3.2) is then reduced to the
calculation of the ratios of the bosonic and fermionic determinants near each critical point.
These points are labeled by the colored partitions.
Consequently, (3.2) is given by the sum overN -tuples of partitions [9][10](see appendix
B for the notations and definitions related to partitions). Explicitly:
Z(a; ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ) = Z
pert(a; Λ, ǫ1, ǫ2)
∑
~k
Λ2N|
~k|Z~k(a; ǫ1, ǫ2) (3.5)
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where:
Z~k(a; ǫ1, ǫ2) =
∏
l,n;i,j
al − an + ǫ1(i− 1) + ǫ2(−j)
al − an + ǫ1(i− k˜nj − 1) + ǫ2(kli − j)
=
∏
l,n;i,j
al − an + ǫ1(−i) + ǫ2(j − 1)
al − an + ǫ1(k˜lj − i) + ǫ2(j − kni − 1)
=
1
ǫ
2N|~k|
2
∏
(l,i)6=(n,j)
Γ (kli − knj + ν(j − i+ 1) + bln) Γ (ν(j − i) + bln)
Γ (kli − knj + ν(j − i) + bln) Γ (ν(j − i+ 1) + bln) ,
(3.6)
bln =
al − an
ǫ2
, ν = −ǫ1
ǫ2
(3.7)
and
Zpert(a; ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ) = exp
∑
l,n
γǫ1,ǫ2(al − an; Λ)
 (3.8)
where the function γǫ1,ǫ2 is defined in the appendix A
Remark: The product over i, j in (3.6) in Z~k is infinite and needs precise definition. Here it
is: Fix a pair (l, n). Consider all the factors in Z~k corresponding to l, n. Split the set of indices
(i, j) into four groups:
Z
2
+ = S++ ∪ S+− ∪ S−+ ∪ S−−
S++ = {(i, j)| 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ(kl), 1 ≤ j ≤ kn1}
S+− = {(i, j)| 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ(kl), kn1 < j}
S−+ = {(i, j)| ℓ(kl) < i, 1 ≤ j ≤ kn1}
S−− = {(i, j)| ℓ(kl) < i, kn1 < j}
(3.9)
The set S++ is finite, the set S−− contributes 1. The set S+− contributes:
Z
ln
+−;~k
=
ℓ(kl)∏
i=1
∞∏
j=kn1+1
aln + ǫ1(i− 1) + ǫ2(−j)
aln + ǫ1(i− 1) + ǫ2(kli − j)
:= (3.10)
ℓ(kl)∏
i=1
kli∏
j=1
1
aln + ǫ1(i− 1) + ǫ2(kli − kn1 − j)
and similarly for S−+. See also [32].
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•The special case ǫ2 = −ǫ1 = h¯, i.e. ν = 1 deserves a special attention. In this case, the
expression for the partition function simplifies to:
Z(a; h¯,Λ) =
∑
~k
Λ2N|
~k|Z~k(a; h¯)
Z~k(a; h¯) = Z
pert(a; h¯)µ2~k(a, h¯)
µ2~k(a, h¯) =
∏
(l,i)6=(n,j)
(
al − an + h¯(kl,i − kn,j + j − i)
al − an + h¯(j − i)
)
Zpert(a; h¯) = exp
∑
l,n
γh¯ (al − an; Λ)

(3.11)
where the function γh¯ (x; Λ) is defined in the appendix A.
3.2. Plancherel measure on partitions
In the case when N = 1 and ν = 1, the sum in (3.5) is over a single partition k and
the weight µ~k(a, h¯) reduces to
µ(k) =
∏
i<j
(
ki − kj + j − i
j − i
)
=
∏
∈k
1
h( )
, (3.12)
where second the product is over all squares in the diagram of the partition k and h( )
denotes the corresponding hook-length.
The weight µ(k)2 is known as the Plancherel measure on partitions because of the
relation
µ(k) =
dimRk
|k|! , (3.13)
where Rk is the irreducible representation of the symmetric group corresponding to the
partition k. Just like in the classical Plancherel theorem, the Fourier transform on the
symmetric group an isometry of the L2-spaces with respect to the Haar (i.e. counting)
measure on the group and Plancherel measure on the set of its irreducible representations.
Observe that from (3.13) it follows that∑
|k|=n
µ2(k) =
1
n!
(3.14)
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The Plancherel measure is the most fundamental and natural measure on the set of
partitions. In many aspects, the set of partitions equipped with the Plancherel measure
is the proper discretization of the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE) of random matrices
[33]. In particular, the integrable structures of random matrices are preserved and, in fact,
become more natural and transparent for the Plancherel measure, see [34][35]. Similarly,
Plancherel random partitions play a central role in the Gromov-Witten theory of target
curves, extending the role played by random matrices in the case of the point target, see
[36].
A pedestrian explanation of the relation between Plancherel measure and GUE can be
obtained by rewriting the weight (3.12) as the product of the Vandermonde determinant in
the variables ki − i and a multinomial coefficients, which, of course, is the discrete analog
of the Gaussian weight.
As we will see below in Section 5, for N > 1 and ν = 1 the partition function is again
related to the Plancherel measure, but now periodically weighted with period N . Finally,
the case ν 6= 1 leads to the Jack polynomial analog of the Plancherel measure, see [37].
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4. PREPOTENTIAL
In this section we study the limit ǫ1, ǫ2 → 0 of the partition function (3.2). In this
limit, according to the field theory arguments [9] the partition function must behave as:
Z(a; ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ) = exp
(
− 1
ǫ1ǫ2
F(a; ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ)
)
(4.1)
where F is analytic in ǫ1, ǫ2 for ǫ1,2 → 0. We prove the conjecture of [9], which identifies
F0(a,Λ) ≡ F(a; 0, 0,Λ) with the Seiberg-Witten prepotential of the low-energy effective
theory.
4.1. Quasiclassical limit and SW curve
By setting ν = 1 we deduce from the field theory prediction (4.1) that for h¯ → 0 the
partition function (3.11) has an asymptotic expansion:
Z(a; h¯,Λ) = exp
( ∞∑
g=0
h¯2g−2 Fg(a,Λ)
)
(4.2)
where
F0(a,Λ) = −12
∑
l,n
(al − an)2
(
log
(
al − an
Λ
)
− 3
2
)
+
∞∑
k=1
Λ2kNfk(a) (4.3)
is the so-called prepotential of the low-energy effective theory. The coefficients fk for
k = 1, 2 were computed directly from instanton calculus in [38][39], for k ≤ 5 in [9].
The prepotential was identified in [3][4][40] with the prepotential of the periodic Toda
lattice. The arguments for this identification were indirect. In [41] the coefficients fk for
k ≤ 5 were computed for the Toda prepotential, in agreement with the later results of [9].
The purpose of this paper is to give a proof of this relation to all orders in the instanton
expansion.
More precisely, we shall show that:
The set
(
a1, . . . , aN ;
1
2πi
∂F0
∂a1
, . . . , 12πi
∂F0
∂aN
)
coincides with the set of periods of the differen-
tial
dS =
1
2πi
z
dw
w
(4.4)
on the curve Cu defined by
ΛN
(
w +
1
w
)
= PN (z), PN (z) = z
N + u1z
N−1 + u2zN−2 + . . .+ uN (4.5)
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Remark: Normally the factor 2πi is included in the definition of the prepotential [18]. We chose
not to do this to get real expressions for F0 for real al’s and Λ.
For generic u = (u1, u2, . . . , uN ) the curve (4.5) is a smooth hyperelliptic curve of
genus N − 1. The differential dS has poles at two points ∞± over x =∞. The homology
group
H1(Cu − {∞+,∞−};Z)
is isomorphic to Z ⊕ Z2(N−1), the first summand being generated by the small loop σ∞
around∞+ (the loop around ∞− is in the same homology class). The intersection pairing
identifies the dual space with
H1(Cu, {∞+,∞−};Z) ,
the relative cycle, dual to σ∞ being the path ℓ∞, connecting ∞−,∞+.
•
Note that in the N -parametric family of curves (4.5) there is a set of singular curves.
The identification between the periods and (a, ∂F0
∂a
) is up to the action of the monodromy
group. We need to fix this identification in some open domain of the parameter space.
•
Consider the region U∞ of the parameter space, where us ≫ Λs. In this domain the
curve (4.5) can be approximately described as follows. Let α1, . . . , αN be the zeroes of the
polynomial PN (x):
PN (x) =
N∏
l=1
(x− αl) (4.6)
For small Λ for each l we can unambiguously find α±l ≈ αl, such that
PN (α
±
l ) = ±2ΛN (4.7)
These are the branch points of the two-fold covering ρ : Cu → P1, P1 ∋ x.
•
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Let al be the 1-cycles on Cu which are the lifts of the cycles on the x-plane, which surround
the cuts going from α−l to α
+
l . Let bl be the relative 1-cycle, represented by the path on
Cu which starts at ∞−, goes to α+l , and then goes on the second sheet to ∞+. The cycles
al, and bl have canonical intersection pairing:
al ∩ bm = δlm . (4.8)
The position of the a-cycles and b-cycles on the curve Cu is illustrated on the Fig.1
Fig.1 The curve Cu and the cycles on it, the closed ones are al’s, the noncompact ones are bl’s
The cycles σ∞ and ℓ∞ are related to al,bm via:
σ∞ =
∑
l
al, ℓ
∞ =
∑
l
bl (4.9)
The periods al and
∂F0
∂al
are defined via:
al =
∮
al
dS,
∂F0
∂al
= 2πi
∫
bl(µ)
dS (4.10)
where bl(µ) is the regularized contour of integration, which connects w|z=µ and w−1|µ
instead of ∞+ and ∞−.
•
The divergent (with µ) part of the periods is easy to calculate:
1
2πi
∂F0
∂al
= 2Nµ− u1log (µ) + finite part (4.11)
At the same time: ∮
σ∞
dS = a =
∑
l
al = −u1 (4.12)
As we said above, in the sequel we set a = 0 = u1. Also, to avoid worrying about the
cut-off we work with the absolute cycles bl − bl+1.
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4.2. Partitions and their profiles
The standard geometric object associated to a partition is its diagram. In this pa-
per, we will draw partition diagrams in what is sometimes referred to as the Russian
form (as opposed to the traditionally competing French and English traditions of drawing
partitions). For example, the following figure
Fig.2 Diagramma nga
shows the diagram of the partition (8, 6, 5, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1). The upper boundary of the diagram
of k is a graph of a piecewise-linear function fk(x) which we will call the profile of the
partition k. Explicitly,
fk(x) = |x|+
∞∑
i=1
[
|x− ki + i− 1| − |x− ki + i|+ |x+ i| − |x+ i− 1|
]
(4.13)
The profile is plotted in bold in Fig.2 .
For general ǫ2 > 0 > ǫ1, it is convenient to extend the definition of fk(x) by scaling
the two axes by −ǫ1 and ǫ2, respectively. For example, for (ǫ1, ǫ2) = (−1, 12 ), the scaled
diagram of the same partition (8, 6, 5, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1) and the corresponding profile fk(x|ǫ1, ǫ2)
will look as follows
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Fig.3 Squeezed Young diagram
We have
fk(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) = |x|+
∞∑
i=1
[
|x+ ǫ1 − ǫ2ki − ǫ1i| − |x− ǫ2ki − ǫ1i|
− |x+ ǫ1 − ǫ1i|+ |x− ǫ1i|
]
= |x|+
∞∑
j=1
[
|x+ ǫ2 − ǫ1k˜j − ǫ2j| − |x− ǫ1k˜j − ǫ2j|
− |x+ ǫ2 − ǫ2j|+ |x− ǫ2j|
]
(4.14)
By construction, the profile of a partition satisfies
f ′k(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) = ±1 ,
fk(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) ≥ |x| ,
fk(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) = |x| , for |x| ≫ 0 .
(4.15)
We also define the profile of a charged partition
fa;k(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) = fk(x− a|ǫ1, ǫ2)
The charge and the size are easily recovered from fa;k(x):
a = 1
2
∫
R
dx x f ′′a;k(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) =− 12
∫
−
R
dx f ′a;k(x|ǫ1, ǫ2),
|k| = a
2
2ǫ1ǫ2
− 1
4ǫ1ǫ2
∫
dx x2 f ′′a;k(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) =
1
2ǫ1ǫ2
(
a2 −
∫
dx (fa;k(x|ǫ1, ǫ2)− |x|)
)
(4.16)
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Here and in what follows, we denote by∫
−
D
g(x) dx = lim
L→∞,δ→0
∫
D∩[−L,L]\singδ(g)
g(x) dx
the principal value integral over a domain D ⊂ R, where singδ(g) denotes the δ-
neighborhood of the singularities of g(x).
•
For a colored partition ~k and a vector a we define:
f
a;~k(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) =
N∑
l=1
fal;kl(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) (4.17)
For example, for ǫ2 = −ǫ1 = h¯, a1 = −a2 = 11h¯ and the partition
{(7, 4, 3, 3, 2, 1), (8, 7, 4, 4, 3, 1)}
the corresponding profile looks as follows:
0
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Fig.4 The profile of the colored partition {(7, 4, 3, 3, 2, 1), (8, 7, 4, 4, 3, 1)}
4.3. Vacuum expectation values and resolvents
The profile function is natural from the gauge theory point of view: the vacuum
expectation values of the single trace operators Trφn have a simple expression in terms of
the profiles:
〈Trφn〉a = 1
Z(a; ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ)
∑
~k
Λ2N|
~k|Z~k(a; ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ) On[~k] (4.18)
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where
On[~k] = 12
∫
R
dx xn f ′′
a;~k
(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) (4.19)
The second derivative f ′′ of a partition profile is a compactly supported distribution on R
which for random partitions plays to the role similar the role of the spectral measure for
random matrices. In particular, it is convenient to introduce the resolvent R(z|ǫ1, ǫ2) of a
colored partition ~k by
R(z|ǫ1, ǫ2) = 12
∫
R
dx
f ′′
a;~k
(x|ǫ1, ǫ2)
z − x . (4.20)
Note that:
R(z|ǫ1, ǫ2) = N
z
+
a
z2
+O(
1
z3
), z −→ ∞ (4.21)
In our context, the limit shapes f of partitions will be convex piece-wise analytic functions
for which the second derivative f ′′(x) will be positive and compactly supported.
4.4. Real vs. complex
In the gauge theory the vacuum expectation values al of the Higgs field are, in general,
complex. In this case the profile function f
a,~k
does not make sense. However, the resolvent
(4.20) of a colored partition is well-defined and can be effectively used in the analysis below.
The formula (4.19) is replaced by:
On[~k] = 1
2πi
∮
znR(z|ǫ1, ǫ2)dz (4.22)
where the contour goes around z =∞.
Complex values of al can be reached from the real values by analytic continuation.
By the same token, it is enough to analyze the problem for values of al in any open set
of RN . In particular, it is enough to analyze the problem in the asymptotic domain U∞,
which is what we will do next.
4.5. The thermodynamic limit
Our strategy in extracting the ǫ1, ǫ2 → 0 limit of the sum (3.5) is the following. The
typical size of the partition k contributing to the sum is of the order |k| ∼ 1
ǫ1ǫ2
, and is
so large that the sum over the partitions can be approximated by an integral over the
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space of continuous Young diagrams f(x). A continuous Young diagram, by definition, is
a function satisfying the following weakening of the condition (4.15)
f(x) = |x|, |x| ≫ 0 ,
|f(x)− f(x)| ≤ |x− y| ,∫
−
R
dx f ′(x) = 0 ,∫
R
dx (f(x)− |x|) <∞
(4.23)
Note that the condition f ′(x) = ±1 is replaced by the weaker Lipschitz condition.
We will show that this path integral is dominated by a unique saddle point (in fact,
a strict maximum). In a more mathematical language, this means the following. By
associating to every partition its profile, we get from (3.5) a measure on the space of
Lipschitz functions. As ǫ1, ǫ2 → 0, these measures concentrate around a single point, that
is, converge to the delta measure at a single function. This function is the limit shape of
our random partition. We will construct this limit shape explicitly and show that it has a
very simple and direct relation to the Seiberg-Witten geometry.
•
We begin by observing that the Plancherel measure µ(k) can be written in terms of
profile fk(x|h¯) as follows
µ(k) = exp
(
−1
8
∫
−
x6=y
f ′′k (x|h¯)f ′′k (y|h¯) γh¯ (x− y; Λ) dxdy
)
. (4.24)
More generally, we have
Z~k(a; ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ) = exp
(
−1
4
∫
− dxdy f ′′
a,~k
(x|ǫ1, ǫ2) f ′′a,~k(y|ǫ1, ǫ2) γε1,ε2(x− y,Λ)
)
, (4.25)
as can be easily checked with the help of the main difference equation. Denoting the
right-hand side of (4.25) by Zf (ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ), we have
Z(a; ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ) =
∑
f∈Γdiscrete
a
Zf (ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ) , (4.26)
where the summation is over the set Γdiscretea of paths of the form f = fa,~k.
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When ǫ1, ǫ2 → 0 with ν fixed, the size of a typical partition kl in (4.26) grows like
|kl| ∼ 1ǫ1ǫ2 . In this limit, the sum (4.26) looks like an integral, over the space Γa of paths
f of the form
f(x) =
N∑
l=1
fl(x− al) (4.27)
with each fl satisfying (4.23). For this integral, ǫ1ǫ2 plays the roˆle of the Planck constant.
Our strategy, therefore, is to find a saddle point (in fact, the minimum) of the action
EΛ(f) = 1
4
∫
−
y<x
dxdy f ′′(x)f ′′(y) (x− y)2
(
log
(
x− y
Λ
)
− 3
2
)
(4.28)
on the space Γa of paths (4.27). The action (4.28) is the leading term as ǫ1, ǫ2 → 0 of the
action in (4.25):
Zf (a; ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ) ∼ exp
(
1
ǫ1ǫ2
EΛ(f)
)
(4.29)
Integrating by parts we rewrite (4.28) as
EΛ(f) = −1
2
∫
−
x<y
(N + f ′(x))(N − f ′(y)) log
(
y − x
Λ
)
dx dy (4.30)
which, for N = 1, reproduces the result of Logan-Schepp-Kerov-Vershik[42][43][44][45].
Thus, we have:
F0(a,Λ) = −Critf∈Γa EΛ(f) (4.31)
4.5.1. Profiles vs. eigenvalue densities
In [9] an expression for Zk(a, ǫ1, ǫ2) =
∑
~k, |~k|=k Z~k was given in terms of some contour
integral over k eigenvalues φI , I = 1, . . . , k. This expression follows straightforwardly from
the ADHM construction of the moduli space of instantons, and, therefore, easily generalizes
to the case of SO, Sp gauge groups. It is, therefore, quite remarkable that the formula
(4.29) can be obtained directly from the contour integral expression, avoiding the actual
evaluation of the integral (which is, of course, needed to get correclty the Fg’s with g > 0).
Zk(a, ǫ1, ǫ2) =
∮ k∏
I=1
[
ǫ1 + ǫ2
2πǫ1ǫ2
dφI
P (φI)P (φI + ǫ1 + ǫ2)
] ∏
I 6=J
φIJ (φIJ + ǫ1 + ǫ2)
(φIJ + ǫ1)(φIJ + ǫ2)
(4.32)
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where
P (x) =
N∏
l=1
(x− al)
φIJ = φI − φJ
(4.33)
We now multiply Zk by Λ
2kN and sum over k = 0, 1, . . . , to get Zinst. Take the limit
ǫ1, ǫ2 → 0. The typical k which will contribute most to the sum will be of the order
k ∼ 1
ǫ1ǫ2
. So we introduce the density of eigenvalues:
ρ(x) = ǫ1ǫ2
k∑
I=1
δ(x− φI) (4.34)
which is normalized in a k-independent way, which nevertheless guarantees its finiteness
in the limit we are taking. Now, the difference with the ordinary ’t Hooft-like limit of
the ordinary matrix integrals is the presence of the equal number of the φIJ terms in the
numerator and the denominator of the measure (4.32). This will change qualitatively the
density dependence of the effective potential on the eigenvalues, and the resulting equilib-
rium distribution of the eigenvalues. In particular in our limit the former superymmetric
matrix integral (4.32) scales as expkF as opposed to the ’t Hooft’s expk2F .
Nevertheless we have a sharp peak in the measure, which justifies the application of
the saddle point method. Indeed, by expanding in ǫ1, ǫ2 we map the measure in (4.32)
onto:
Λ2kNZk(a, ǫ1, ǫ2) ∼ exp
(
1
ǫ1ǫ2
EΛ[ρ]
)
(4.35)
where
EΛ[ρ] = −
∫
−
x6=y
dxdy
ρ(x)ρ(y)
(x− y)2 − 2
∫
dx ρ(x)log
(
P (x)
ΛN
)
(4.36)
Up to the perturbative piece
1
2
∑
l,n
(al − an)2log
(
al − an
Λ
)
the energy (4.36) coincides with the action (4.28) if we identify:
f(x)−
N∑
l=1
|x− al| = ρ(x)
(4.37)
The same method applies to other theories considered in [9][46].
Thus we have learned yet another interpretation of the limiting profile of the colored
partition. In the rest of the paper we shall work with limit profiles, as the equations on
the extremum are identical to those following from (4.36).
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4.5.2. Surface tension
Given a function f(x) as in (4.27), how can we extract al’s? This is easy to do in the
region U∞ where
al ≪ al+1 ,
in which case the supports of the functions fal,kl do not intersect. Introduce parameters
ξ1, . . . , ξN which will play the role of dual variables to the charges al. From (4.16) we have
the following
Proposition 1 For al ≪ al+1 we have∑
l
ξlal = −
1
2
∫
−
R
σ(f ′(x)) dx ,
where σ(y) is a concave, piecewise-linear function on [−N,N ] such that
σ
′(y) = ξl , y ∈ [−N + 2(l− 1),−N + 2l] ,
and
σ(−N) = −σ(N) = −
∑
l
ξl .
An example of the graph of σ is plotted on the Fig.5
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Fig.5 Surface tension for ξ = (4, 1,−2,−3)
In Section 5, we define a dual partition function ZD(ξ, h¯,Λ). We will see that the
dual partition function ZD can be interpreted in terms of a periodically weighted (with
period N) Plancherel measure on partitions. The periodic weights in this formalism are
precisely eξl and the function σ becomes the corresponding surface tension function.
This story has many parallels and direct connections to the theory of periodically
weighted planar dimers developed in [47].
It is a general principle that singularities of surface tension (usually referred to as
“cusps”) correspond to flat regions (“crystal facets”) of the corresponding action minimiz-
ing shapes. In our case, the singularities of the function σ correspond to gaps between the
supports of the functions f⋆,l(x− al) for the minimizer f⋆(x).
4.6. The equations for the limiting shape
In order to minimize E(f) with fixed al’s, we introduce Lagrange multipliers ξl, which
we order as
ξ1 > . . . > ξN , (4.38)
and look for the maximizer of the total action
SΛ(f) = −EΛ(f) + 12
∫
σ(f ′(x)) dx (4.39)
for fixed values of the ξl’s. To get back the minimum of E(f) with fixed al we shall later
perform the Legendre transform with respect to ξl’s. Note that the surface tension term
1
2
∫
σ(f ′) in (4.39) under the conditions a = 0 and (4.38) can be made arbitrarily large by
making the individual profiles fl sufficiently separated from each other. The price one pays
for this is the decrease in the “energy” term −EΛ(f), thus there is a competition between
the two terms in (4.39) which leads to the global maximum.
The action (4.39) is a concave functional. In fact, the first term in (4.39) is strictly
concave (with proper boundary conditions), which can be seen by rewriting it as a certain
Sobolev norm, see [44]. Therefore, any critical point of the action S(f) is automatically a
global minimizer. It is, therefore, enough to look at the first variation of (4.39). Because
of the singularities of σ, this first variation will involve the one-sided derivatives.
•
Taking the first variation and integrating once by parts, we find the following equation:∫
−
y 6=x
dy (y − x)
(
log
∣∣∣∣∣y − xΛ
∣∣∣∣∣− 1
)
f ′′(y) = σ′(f ′(x)) . (4.40)
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This equation should be satisfied for any point x, for which f ′(x) is a point of continuity
of σ′. When
f ′(x) ∈ {−N + 2l | l = 1, . . . , N − 1 }
then considering the left and right derivatives separately we obtain the inequalities
Xf(x) ∈ (σ′(f ′(x)− 0), σ′(f ′(x) + 0)) , (4.41)
where, by definition,
[
Xf
]
(x) =
∫
−
y 6=x
dy (y − x)
(
log
∣∣∣∣∣y − xΛ
∣∣∣∣∣− 1
)
f ′′(y) (4.42)
The transform Xf is closely related to the standard Hilbert transform
[H g] (x) =
1
π
∫
−
y 6=x
dy
g(y)
y − x . (4.43)
Indeed,
[Xf ]′′ = πH(f ′′) . (4.44)
With ξ0 = +∞, ξN+1 = −∞, the conditions (4.40) and (4.41) can be recast in the following
form:
Proposition 2 A function f⋆(x) is a critical point of S(f) iff
Xf⋆(x) = ξl whenever −N + 2l − 2 < f⋆
′(x) < −N + 2l
ξl > Xf⋆(x) > ξl+1 whenever f⋆
′(x) = −N + 2l, l = 0, . . . , N
(4.45)
In other words, the function
ϕ(x) = f⋆
′(x) +
1
πi
[Xf⋆]
′(x) (4.46)
defines a map from R to the boundary of the domain ∆ depicted on Fig. 6. We now
describe the solution to (4.45) in great detail.
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4.7. Construction of the maximizer
Let Φ(z) be the conformal map from the upper half-plane to the domain ∆ which is
the half-strip
∆ = {̟ | |ℜ(̟)| < N,ℑ(̟) > 0} (4.47)
with vertical slits along
{ℜ(̟) = −N + 2l,ℑ(̟) ∈ [0, ηl]}, l = 1, . . . , N − 1 . (4.48)
Fig.6 Conformal map for N = 3
The positive reals ηl, l = 1 . . .N − 1, are the parameters of function Φ.
We normalize Φ by the condition that it maps infinity to infinity and
Φ(z) = N +
2N
πi
log
Λ
z
+O(
1
z
) , z →∞ . (4.49)
This fixes Φ up to an overall shift x 7→ x+ const. This ambiguity is related to the overall
shift of the limit shape (and hence, to the overall charge of our colored partition) and is
immaterial.
4.7.1. Construction of the conformal map
The map Φ can be, of course, found using the Schwarz-Christoffel formula, but it is
easier to construct is as the following sequence of elementary conformal maps.
We take PN (z) to be a monic real polynomial
PN (z) = z
N + . . .
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such that all roots α±l of the equation
PN (z)
2 − 4Λ2N =
N∏
l=1
(z − α+l )(z − α−l ) (4.50)
are real. Let w be the smaller root of the equation
ΛN
(
w +
1
w
)
= PN (z) . (4.51)
The function
w 7→ ΛN
(
w +
1
w
)
is known as the Zhukowski function and it maps the open disk |w| < 1 to the exterior
of the segment [−2ΛN , 2ΛN ]. It also maps reals to reals, and therefore the smaller root
of (4.51) maps the upper half-plane to the disk |w| < 1 with slits along the real axis. It
remains to take logarithm to obtain the map Φ. Concretely,
Φ(z) =
2
πi
log (w) +N , (4.52)
where w is the smaller root of the equation (4.51) and we take the branch of the logarithm
satisfying
ℑlog (w)→ 0 , z → +∞ .
Since
w ∼ Λ
N
zN
, z →∞
we get the normalization condition (4.49).
4.7.2. Example: N = 2
As an example, consider the case N = 2
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Fig.7 A sequence of maps for N = 2
A real quadratic polynomial
P2(z) = z
2 + . . .
maps the upper half-plane to the entire complex plane with a cut along the ray[
min
x∈R
P2(x),+∞
)
.
In particular, if the minR P2(x) < −2Λ2, that is, if both roots of
P2(x) = −2Λ2
are real then the segment [−2Λ2, 2Λ2] is contained in this cut.
4.7.3. Gaps and bands
For general N , the only difference with the N = 2 case is that the map PN winds the
upper half-plane N/2 times around the complex plane. Correspondingly, the root of (4.51)
lives on a certain cover of the disk |w| < 1, which then gets unfolded by the logarithm.
Observe that the conformal map Φ(z) has a well-defined extension to the boundary
R of the upper half-plane
ϕ(x) = Φ(x+ i0) ,
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where the notation is consistent with (4.46).
We label the roots of (4.50) so that the union of the intervals [α−l , α
+
l ] is the preimage
of the base of the half-strip ∆ under the map ϕ, that is
ϕ−1 ([−N,N ]) =
N⋃
l=1
[α−l , α
+
l ] . (4.53)
These intervals are plotted in bold in the above figures. We will call these intervals the
bands of Φ and the complementary intervals — the gaps of Φ.
Proposition 3 We claim that for a choice of ξl’s in (4.38) we can find the corresponding
values of ηl, l = 1, . . . , N , such that the function f⋆ satisfying
f⋆
′(x) = ℜϕ(x)
, (4.54)
is the maximizer of the action S(f). The bands and gaps of Φ will correspond to the curves and
flat parts of the limit shape f⋆, respectively. They will also correspond to the bands and gaps in
the spectrum of the Lax operator for the periodic Toda chain, as will be explained in the next
section.
•
Let us apply the Schwarz reflection principle to any vertical part of the boundary of ∆ and
the corresponding piece of the real axis in the domain of Φ. Taking the resulting function
modulo 2, we obtain an N -fold covering map
Φ mod 2 : C \
N⋃
l=1
[α−l , α
+
l ]→ {ℑ̟ > 0}/ mod 2 (4.55)
from the complex plane minus the bands to the half-infinite cylinder, shown schematically
on Fig.8.
Fig.8 Covering half-cylinder
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Note that this map has square-root branching precisely over the points iηl, l = 1, . . . , N−1.
It follows that Φ′(z) extends to an analytic function in the complement of the bands. By
the reflection principle, the value of Φ′(z) on the other side of the cut is precisely −Φ′(z).
Also note that Φ′(z) is real (resp. purely imaginary) on bands (resp. gaps). We conclude
that
Φ′(z) =
1
πi
∫
R
ℜϕ′(x)
x− z dx = −
2
πi
Rf⋆(z) , (4.56)
where Rf⋆(z) is (ǫ1, ǫ2 → 0 limit of) the resolvent of the limit profile f⋆, defined by (4.54).
We can, therefore, identify:
l′th band ≡ [α−l , α+l ] = suppf
′′
l (x− al), l = 1, . . . , N (4.57)
4.7.4. Periods
It follows from (4.56) that
al =
1
2πi
∮
al
zRf⋆(z)dz =
∮
al
dS (4.58)
where we used (4.52), and, in agreement with (4.4), we have defined Seiberg-Witten dif-
ferential:
dS =
1
2πi
z
dw
w
(4.59)
•
Taking the average of Φ′(z) on two sides of the cut in (4.56), we get
Hℜϕ′(x) = −ℑϕ′(x) . (4.60)
Using (4.44), we conclude from (4.60) that
[Xf⋆]
′(x) = −πℑϕ(x) + const .
We claim that this constant is, in fact, zero. Indeed, we have
[Xf⋆]
′(x) = −
∫
log
( |y − x|
Λ
)
f ′′(y) dy = 2N log
(
Λ
|x|
)
+O
(
1
x
)
, x→∞ (4.61)
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Comparing this to (4.49), we conclude that
[Xf⋆]
′(x) = −πℑϕ(x) . (4.62)
Since, clearly, ℑϕ(x) ≥ 0 and ℑϕ(x) vanishes on the bands, it follows from (4.62) that
Xf⋆ is monotone decreasing and constant on the bands. It is also clear that the function
(4.54) is monotone increasing and constant on the gaps, where it takes the values
−N + 2l , l = 0, . . . , N .
This verifies the conditions (4.45) with ξl’s being the values of Xf⋆ on the bands.
•
To recover the ξl’s we just integrate [Xf⋆]
′ along the gap, where
iℑϕ(x) = ϕ(x) + const .
We find
ξl+1 − ξl = −π
∫ α−
l+1
α+
l
ℑϕ(x) dx = −πi
∫ α+
l+1
α+
l
x dϕ(x) ,
integrating by parts and using the vanishing of ℑϕ(x) at the endpoints of a gap. In terms
of the Seiberg-Witten differential and the cycles bl the last relation reads as:
ξl − ξl+1 = 2πi
∮
bl−bl+1
dS (4.63)
This together with the overall constraint
∑
ξl = 0 fixes the values of the ξl’s.
4.7.5. Completeness
We now show that by a suitable choice of the slit-lengths ηl we can achieve any value
of the parameters (4.38). The period map
RN−1>0 ∋ (η1, . . . , ηN−1) 7→ (ξ1 > . . . > ξN ) , (4.64)
is an continuous (in fact, analytic) map of open sets of RN−1. Because of the uniqueness
of the maximizer f⋆, this map is one-to-one. Hence, if we can additionally show that it
maps boundary to boundary, it will follow that this map is onto.
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It is clear that if ηl → 0 for some l then ξl − ξl+1 → 0. Suppose that for some
n = 1, . . . , N ,
ηn = max
l
ηl → +∞
It is clear from the electrostatic interpretation of the conformal map Φ that the tip of the
n-th slit will not be screened by other slits, that is, for some constants δ1, δ2 > 0 we have∫
x∈[α+
l
,α−
l
],ℑΦ(x)>(ηn−δ1)
dx > δ2 ,
whence
ξl − ξl+1 =
∫
[α+
l
,α−
l
]
ℑΦ(x) dx > δ2(ηn − δ1)→∞.
4.7.6. Periods and the prepotential
We now perform a check. We consider the partials
∂S(f⋆)
∂ξl
(4.65)
and relate them to the A-periods al (4.58) of the differential dS.
We have
∂
∂ξl
S(f⋆) =
[
∂
∂ξl
S
]
(f⋆) (4.66)
because any infinitesimal change in f⋆ can only decrease the value of S(f⋆) which forces
the variation of S due to the change in f⋆ to vanish (this is essentially a usual argument
about the variation of the critical value of the action with respect to the parameters of
action). The rest is trivial:
δS(f⋆) = 12
∫
[δσ](f⋆
′) dx = −1
2
∫
[δσ]′(f⋆′) xf⋆′′(x)dx =
− 1
2
∑
l
δξl
∫ α+
l
α−
l
xf⋆
′′(x)dx =
− 1
4
∑
l
δξl
∮
al
zdΦ(z)
(4.67)
which is exactly what we wanted, given (4.52)(4.59).
•
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Thus,
F0(a,Λ) = −EΛ(f⋆)
Rf⋆(z)dz = dlog (w)
al =
∮
al
dS
ξl = 2πi
∮
bl
dS
(4.68)
The integral in the last line is to be understood with the cut-off. Again, in the SU(N)
theory, where only the differences al − am, and ξl − ξm make sense, the cut-off never show
up. It is the Cheshir cat smile of the noncommutative regularization.
4.8. Lax operator
The Seiberg-Witten curves arising from conformal maps Φ can be parameterized as
the spectral curves in the periodic Toda chain corresponding to the real initial conditions.
Consider the infinite Toda chain with particle coordinates qi and momenta pi. Make
it periodic by imposing the constraints
qi+N = qi −N log Λ (4.69)
for all i. The Lax operator of this periodic Toda chain is a discrete Schro¨dinger operator
of the form
L(w) =

p1 e
q1−q2 wΛNeqN−q1
eq1−q2 p2 eq2−q3
eq2−q3
. . .
. . . eqN−1−qN
w−1ΛNeqN−q1 eqN−1−qN pN

, (4.70)
where w is Bloch-Floquet multiplier.
The integrals of motions are summarized by the spectral curve, which is the curve
defined by the characteristic polynomial
det(z − L(w)) = P (z)− ΛN
(
w +
1
w
)
.
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Here P (z) is a monic polynomial of degree N . Observe that all roots of the polynomials
P (z)± 2ΛN = det(z − L(∓1)) (4.71)
are real because L(±1) is a real symmetric matrix. This fact plays an important role in
the dynamics of the periodic Toda lattice.
The band and gaps of the map Φ are precisely the bands and gaps in the spectrum of
the associated periodic discrete Schro¨dinger operator L on Z
[Lf ] (i) = eqi−1−qif(i− 1) + pif(i) + eqi−qi+1f(i+ 1) , i ∈ Z .
Indeed, by (4.69) L commutes with translation operator T
[Tf ] (i) = f(i+N)
and (4.70) is the restriction of L onto the N -dimensional w-eigenspace of T . In a band,
the Bloch-Floquet multiplier w is complex number of absolute value 1 and hence L has a
bounded eigenfunction.
It can be shown that all curves of the form (4.51) with N real ovals arise in this way.
This is similar to the result of [47] that the spectral curves of periodically weighted planar
dimers parameterize Harnack (also known as maximal) plane curves. Incidentally, they are
also M-curves, not just because they are used in the M-theory construction of the gauge
theory [7] but also, and mostly1 because they have exactly real N ovals.
For example, taking the lattice at rest leads to Chebyshev polynomials. In this case
all gaps shrink to points.
4.9. An SU(3) example
Here is an example of a limit shape f⋆. Take
P (z) = z3 − 4z .
To visualize the curve w+ 1
w
= P (z), let’s look at the plots of ℜ(w) and ℑ(w) for z ∈ [−3, 3]
plotted in the Fig.8 in bold and normal, respectively
1 We should apologize to M-theorists for the fact, that M-manifolds were introduced long time
before the 11d sugra was invented
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The three parts of this curve correspond to the three bands of the corresponding limit
shape f⋆ plotted in the following figure
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4.10. Higher Casimirs
Just as in [10] we could deform the theory by adding arbitrary higher Casimirs to the
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microscopic prepotential:
FUV = 2πi
[
τ0
2
TrΦ2 +
∑
~n
τ~n
∞∏
J=1
(
1
J
TrΦJ
)nJ]
(4.72)
The deformations by the single trace operators are especially simple, as they would lead
to the modification of the action S(f) by the purely surface term:
S(f ; τ~n) = −EΛ(f) + 1
2
∫
dx σ(f ′) +
1
2
∫
dx f ′′(x)
∞∑
k=1
τk
xk+1
k + 1
(4.73)
Note that τ1 shifts log (Λ). Presumably the critical point of (4.73) would be a solution of
some generalization of Whitham equations [48][40][18][49][50][51].
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5. DUAL PARTITION FUNCTION AND CHIRAL FERMIONS
In this section we show that a certain transform of the partition function (3.2) has
a natural fermionic representation. The physical origin of these fermions is still not com-
pletely clear. One way to understand them is to invoke the Chern-Simons/closed string
duality of Gopakumar-Vafa [52], and then the fermionic representation of the large N
topological gauge theories [53]. Another possible origin is through the M-theory fivebrane
realization of the gauge theory. Mathematically this story is very much related to the
Heisenberg algebra representation in the cohomology of the moduli space of the torsion
free sheaves on CP2, studied in [54].
5.1. Dual partition function
Let ξ1, . . . , ξN be the complex parameters,∑
l
ξl = 0
Consider
ZD(ξ; p; h¯,Λ) = ∑
p1,...,pN∈Z,∑
l
pl=p
Z (h¯ (pl + ρl) ; h¯,Λ) exp
(
i
h¯
∑
l
plξl
)
(5.1)
Clearly,
ZD(ξ; p+N ; h¯,Λ) = ZD(ξ; p; h¯,Λ) (5.2)
(shift all pl’s by 1). Thus, there are essentially N partition functions one could consider.
They are labeled by the level 1 integrable highest weights of ŝlN . Moreover:
ZD(ξ; p+ 1; h¯,Λ) = ZD(ξ+; p; h¯,Λ) (5.3)
where
ξ+ = (ξ2, ξ3, . . . , ξN , ξ1) (5.4)
To extract from ZD the partition function of interest we perform a contour integral. In the
search for prepotential we are actually interested in the extremely high frequency Fourier
modes of ZD, as we want F0(a; Λ) as a function of finite al = h¯(pl+ ρl), with h¯→ 0. This
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means that the inverse Fourier transform can be evaluated using the saddle point, which
we already analyzed.
Clearly,
ZD(ξ; p; h¯,Λ) = exp
∞∑
g=0
h¯2g−2FDg (ξ; p,Λ) (5.5)
where FD0 is in fact p-independent, and is given by the Legendre transform of F0:
FD0 (ξ; Λ) = i
∑
l
ξlal + F0(a; Λ), ξl = i∂F0
∂al
, (5.6)
i.e. ξl must be given by the bl periods of the differential dS.
Remark: Note that in this section ξl differ by the factor i from the ξl’s of the previous section.
5.2. Free fermions
Introduce N free chiral fermions ψ(l):
ψ(l)(z) =
∑
r∈Z+12
ψ(l)r z
−r
(
dz
z
)1
2
ψ˜(l)(z) =
∑
r∈Z+12
ψ˜(l)r z
−r
(
dz
z
)1
2
{ψ(l)r , ψ˜(m)s } = δlmδr+s
(5.7)
which can also be packed into a single chiral fermion Ψ
Ψr, Ψ˜r, r ∈ Z+ 12
{Ψr, Ψ˜s} = δr+s
Ψ(z) =
∑
r∈Z+1
2
Ψrz
−r
(
dz
z
)1
2
, Ψ˜(z) =
∑
r∈Z+1
2
Ψ˜rz
−r
(
dz
z
) 1
2
(5.8)
in the standard fashion [55]:
ΨN(r+ρl) = ψ
(l)
r , Ψ˜N(r−ρl) = ψ˜
(l)
r (5.9)
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The operators Ψr, Ψ˜s act in the standard fermionic Fock space H (sometimes called an
infinite wedge representation). It splits as a sum of Fock subspaces with fixed U(1) charge,
defined below:
H = ⊕p∈ZH[p]
Introduce affine Û(N)1 currents, which act within H[p] for any p:
J ln(z) =: ψ(l)ψ˜(n) :=
∑
k∈Z
dz
zk+1
∑
r∈Z+12
: ψ(l)r ψ˜
(n)
k−r : (5.10)
Here we normal order with respect to the vacuum |0〉, which is annihilated by
Ψr|0〉 = 0, r > 0
Ψ˜s|0〉 = 0, s > 0
(5.11)
which is equivalent to
ψ(l)r |0〉 = 0, r > 0,
ψ˜(l)s |0〉 = 0, s > 0
(5.12)
The normal ordered product is simply:
: ΨrΨ˜s :=
{
ΨrΨ˜s, s > 0
− Ψ˜sΨr, r > 0
: ψ(l)r ψ˜
(m)
s :=
{
ψ
(l)
r ψ˜
(m)
s , s > 0
− ψ˜(m)s ψ(l)r , r > 0
(5.13)
One can also introduce vacua with different overall U(1) charges:
Ψr|p〉 = 0, r > p,
Ψ˜s|p〉 = 0, s > −p
|p〉 ∈ H[p]
(5.14)
It is also useful to work with Ψ and the corresponding Û(1)1 currents:
J (z) =: ΨΨ˜ : (z) = − 1
N
∑
l,m
J lm(z−N )zl−m (5.15)
and Virasoro generators:
L0 =
∑
r∈Z+12
r : ΨrΨ˜−r : (5.16)
Note:
L0|p〉 = p
2
2
|p〉 (5.17)
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5.2.1. Bosonization
It is sometimes convenient to work with the chiral boson:
φ(z) = q − iJ0 log (z)+i
∑
n6=0
1
n
Jn z−n
∂φ ≡z∂zφ = −iJ
[q, J0] = i
Ψ(z) =: eiφ(z) : , Ψ˜(z) =: e−iφ(z) :
(5.18)
We will also use a truncated boson, with the zero mode q removed:
ϕ(z) = −iJ0 log (z) + i
∑
n6=0
1
n
Jn z−n (5.19)
The spaceH[p] is actually an irreducible representation of the Heisenberg algebra generated
by J :
H[p] = Spann1,...,nk>0 J−n1 . . .J−nk |p〉, J0
∣∣∣∣∣
H[p]
= p (5.20)
We also recall:
Ψ : H[p]→H[p+ 1], Ψ˜ : H[p]→H[p− 1] (5.21)
5.3. Dual partition function as a current correlator
We claim:
ZD(ξ; p; h¯,Λ) = 〈p|e 1h¯
∮
TrE+(z)J(z)e
∮
1
h¯
TrH(z)J(z)Λ2L0e−
1
h¯
∮
TrE−(z)J(z)|p〉 (5.22)
where the matrices E±, H are given by:
E+(z) = zE
N,1 +
N∑
l=2
El−1,l,
H(z) =
∑
l
ξl E
l,l
E−(z) = z−1E1,N +
N∑
l=2
El,l−1
(5.23)
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5.4. Affine algebras and arbitrary gauge groups
Note that (5.22) can be written using the Chevalley generators ei, fi, hi of the affine
Lie algebra ŝlN :
ZD(ξ; p; h¯,Λ) =
(
uh¯,Λ
2h0eHξuh¯
)
Vωp
,
uh¯ = exp
(
N
h¯
N∑
l=1
fl−1
)
v0
Hξ =
1
h¯
N−1∑
l=1
(ξl − ξl+1) hl
(5.24)
where Vωp is the integrable highest weight module with the highest weight vector v0 (an-
nihilated by the simple roots el) and the highest weight ωp, p = 1, . . . , N .
The formula (5.24) has an obvious generalization to any simple Lie algebra ĝ. Conjec-
turally, it gives the partition function in the Ω-background in the N = 2 gauge theory
with the gauge group, S-dual to G (Langlands dual).
5.5. Dual partition function and gl(∞)
We now return to the AN−1 case.
In the language of the single fermion Ψ the formula (5.22) reads as:
ZD(ξ; p; h¯,Λ) = 〈p|eJ1h¯ eHξΛ2L0e
J−1
h¯ |p〉 (5.25)
where Hξ is a diagonal matrix:
Hξ =
1
h¯
∑
r
ξ
(r+
1
2 )modN
: ΨrΨ˜−r :
Clearly, [Hξ, L0] = 0. The formula (5.25) expresses the dual partition function as an
average with the Plancherel measure of the N -periodic weight eHξ .
Remark: On Toda equation
The function ZD obeys Toda equation (cf. [56]):
4∂2log(Λ)log
(
ZD(p)
)
=
ZD(p+ 1)ZD(p− 1)
(ZD(p))2
(5.26)
In fact, the formula (5.25) identifies ZD as the tau-function of the Toda lattice hierarchy,
thanks to the results of [57][36][58], with the specific parameterization of the times. We
hope to return to this property of the partition function in a future publication.
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5.6. The U(1) case
In order to understand (5.25)(5.22) we consider first the case N = 1. As the Plancherel
measure is a-independent in this case, we can study both the partition function and its dual
at ease. Let us represent the states in the fermionic Fock space as semi-infinite functions
of Ψr. The charge p vacuum |p〉 in this representation corresponds to the product:
|p〉 =
−→∏
r>−p
Ψr ≡ Ψ−p+ 12Ψ−p+ 32 . . . (5.27)
To every partition k there corresponds the so-called charge p partition state:
|p;k〉 =
−→∏
i=1,2,...
Ψ−p− 12+i−ki =
−→∏
1≤i≤n
Ψ−p− 12+i−ki
←−∏
1≤i≤n
Ψ˜p+ 12−i |p〉 =
−→∏
1≤i≤n
Ψ−p− 12+i−ki |p− n〉
(5.28)
These states form a complete basis in the space H[p]. The important fact, responsible for
(5.25), is the variant of the boson-fermion correspondence:
exp
1
h¯
J−1 |p〉 =
∑
k
µ(k)
h¯|k|
|p;k〉
(5.29)
where factor µ(k) is the Plancherel measure (3.12). It follows:
Z(a, h¯,Λ) = Λ
a2
h¯2 〈0|e− 1h¯J1Λ2L0e 1h¯J−1 |0〉 (5.30)
which for a = h¯p can also be written as
Z(a, h¯,Λ) = 〈p|e− 1h¯J1Λ2L0e 1h¯J−1 |p〉 (5.31)
•
To make use of (5.29) we blend N partitions kl, l = 1, . . . , N into a single one, K. Let
p1, . . . , pN be some integers. Consider the following countable set of distinct integers:
{N (pl + kli − i) + l − 1| l = 1, . . . , N, i ∈ N} = {p+KI − I|I ∈ N} (5.32)
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where the sequence K1 ≥ K2 ≥ . . . is defined by (5.32) and the condition that it stabilizes
to zero. Likewise, p is determined from (5.32) and depends only on pl’s:
p =
∑
l
pl (5.33)
Let
al = h¯ (pl + ρl) .
The size of the blended partition K is expressed in terms of al’s (see appendix A):
|K| = 1−N
2
24
− p
2
2
+N
∑
l
a˜2l
2h¯2
+N
∑
l,i
kli (5.34)
It is now straightforward to evaluate µ~k := µ(K):
µ2K = Z~k(a; h¯), (5.35)
and arrive at (5.25).
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6. N = 2 THEORY WITH ADJOINT HYPERMULTIPLET
In a sense the most interesting N = 2 theory is the theory with the massive hy-
permultiplet in the adjoint representation. This theory is ultraviolet finite, and is thus
characterized by the microscopic coupling τ0 =
ϑ0
2π +
4πi
g20
, and by the mass m of the hyper-
multiplet. It is convenient to use the nodal parameter q = e2πiτ0 to count instantons.
In this case the prepotential of the low-energy effective theory is expected to have the
following expansion:
F0(a,m, q) =πiτ0
∑
l
a2l−
−1
2
∑
l6=n
[
(al − an)2log (al − an)− (al − an +m)2log (al − an +m)
]
+
+
∞∑
k=1
qkfk(a,m)
(6.1)
The previous calculations of the coefficients fk for low values of k were done in [59].
One of the remarkable features of the prepotential of the low-energy effective theory of the
theory with adjoint hypermultiplet is its relation to the elliptic Calogero-Moser system[60].
Indeed, in [20] an ansatz for the family of curves encoding the prepotential was proposed,
using a version of Hitchin system [61]. This very construction of the elliptic Calogero-
Moser system was found earlier [62]. One of the advantages of this realization is its simple
extension to the Lie groups other then SU(N) (see, e.g.[63]). The coefficients fk of the
prepotential of the Calogero-Moser system were calculated for k = 1, 2 in, e.g. [41].
6.1. Partition function
The partition function of the theory with adjoint hypermultiplet in the Ω-background
is explicitly calculable (in [9] the countour integral representation was given, the poles of
the integral are exactly the same as those of the contour integral for the pure theory) and
the answer is (µ =m/h¯):
Z(a,m; h¯, q) = exp
∞∑
g=0
h¯2g−2Fg(a,m; q)
=q
1
2h¯2
∑
l
a2l− 124N(µ2−1)
∑
~k
q|
~k| Z~k(a,m; h¯, q)
(6.2)
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where
Z~k(a,m; h¯, q) = Z
pert(a,m; h¯, q) µ2~k(a, h¯)×∏
(l,i)6=(n,j)
(al − an +m+ h¯ (j − i))
(al − an +m+ h¯ (kl,i − kn,j + j − i))
Zpert(a,m; h¯, q) = exp
∑
l,n
γh¯ (al − an; q)− γh¯ (al − an +m; q)
(6.3)
6.2. Abelian theory
Let us consider N = 1 case first. Let µ = m
h¯
. In the N = 1 case we are to sum over all
partitions k:
Z(a,m; h¯, q) = q
a2
2h¯2
+ 124 (µ
2−1)e−γh¯(m;q)
∑
k
q|k|
∏
∈k
(
h( )2 − µ2
h( )2
)
(6.4)
The fact that (6.2) reduces to (6.4) for N = 1 is a consequence of a simple identity between
the Chern characters:∑
i<j
eh¯(ki−kj+j−i) − eh¯(j−i) − em+h¯(ki−kj+j−i) + em+h¯(j−i) =
∑
∈k
em+h¯h( ) − eh¯h( ) (6.5)
Another expression for (6.4) will be useful immediately:
Z(a,m; h¯, q) =q
a2
2h¯2 e−γh¯(m;q) Z(µ), Z(µ) = q 124 (µ2−1)
∑
k
q|k|Zk(µ)
Zk(µ) =
ℓ(k)∏
i=1
(ℓ(k) + ki − i+ µ)!(ℓ(k) + ki − i− µ)!(ℓ(k)− i)!2
(ℓ(k)− i+ µ)!(ℓ(k)− i− µ)!(ℓ(k) + ki − i)!2 ×
×
det1≤i,j≤ℓ(k)‖ 1ki−kj+j−i+µ‖
det1≤i,j≤ℓ(k)‖ 1j−i+µ‖
(6.6)
Proposition 4 The analogue of the formula (5.31) for the theory with adjoint matter is:
Z(µ) = q
µ2
24 TrH0 q
L0−
1
24 Vµ(1) (6.7)
where
Vµ(z) = : e
iµϕ(z) : = exp
(
−µ
∑
n>0
J−n
zn
n
)
z
µJ0 exp
(
µ
∑
n>0
Jn
z−n
n
)
(6.8)
ϕ(z) is the bosonic field (5.19), and Hλ is the charge λ subspace of the fermionic Fock space.
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Proof:
We represent the trace (6.7) as a sum over partition states: |p;k〉, where p = a
h¯
is fixed. We start
by evaluating:
〈k|Vµ(1)|k〉 =
det1≤i,j≤ℓ(k)‖Gki−i+ℓ(k),kj−j+ℓ(k)‖
det1≤i,j≤ℓ(k)‖G−i+ℓ(k),−j+ℓ(k)‖
(6.9)
where we employ Wick’s theorem, and where for i, j ∈ Z+:
Gij =(−)
i−j (i+ µ)!(j − µ)!
i!j!(i− j + µ)
sinπµ
πµ
= Coeffxiyj
(
1− y
1− x
)µ 1
1− xy
=
= 〈0|Ψ˜
j+
1
2
Vµ(1)Ψ
−
1
2
−i
|0〉
(6.10)
The second line of (6.10) follows from:
[µ− y∂y + x∂x]
{(
1− y
1− x
)µ 1
1− xy
}
= µ(1− y)µ−1(1− x)−µ−1
while the last line is most easily derived from the current action on the fundamental fermions
Ψ, Ψ˜:
〈0|Ψ˜
(
y
−1
)
Vµ(1)Ψ(x)|0〉 =
= exp
(
µ
∑
n>0
1
n
(xn − yn)
)
× 〈0|Ψ˜
(
y
−1
)
Ψ(x)|0〉 =
=
(
1− y
1− x
)µ (dx) 12 (dy) 12
1− xy
(6.11)
from which (6.10) follows by employing the expansion (5.8).
QED
Remark: Note that an immediate consequence of the equalities (6.4) and (6.7) is following
identity ∏
n>0
(1− qn)µ
2−1 =
∑
k
q
|k|
∏
∈k
h( )2 − µ2
h( )2
Z(µ) = η(q)µ
2−1
(6.12)
(see appendix C for notations) which interpolates between the Dyson-Macdonald formulas for the
root systems An. Indeed, when µ = n, the exponent on the left in (6.12) equals
dimSU(µ) = µ2 − 1 ,
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while on the right we have a sum over all partitions with no hooks of length µ, which one can easily
identify with the sum over the weight lattice of SU(n) entering the Dyson-Macdonald formula.
6.2.1. Higher Casimirs and Gromov-Witten theory of elliptic curve
Just as in [10] we can consider deforming the theory by the higher Casimirs. Just as
in [10] these are represented in the free fermion formalism by the W-generators, and the
trace (6.7) becomes the W1+∞ character, in the presence of the “vertex” operator Vm
h¯
.
For m = 0 this trace becomes exactly the W1+∞ character, as studied in [64][65]. As
shown in [36] this trace also coincides with the all-genus partition function of the Gromov-
Witten theory of an elliptic curve (see also [66]). It would be nice to find a Gromov-Witten
dual of the “vertex” operator Vµ, and establish precise relation of (6.12) to [36][65][64].
Note that the “flow to the pure N = 2 theory” which is represented by the limit
m → ∞, q → 0, s.t. Λ2 = m2q stays finite, leads to the dual Gromov-Witten theory of
CP1 with log
(
Λ2
)
playing the roˆle of the Ka¨hler class.
6.3. Nonabelian case
Using (6.4) it is simple to express the partition function (6.2) in terms of free fermions:
Z(a; h¯,m, q) = TrH(N)a
h¯
(
qL0Vµ(1)
)
(6.13)
where
H(N)p = ⊗Nl=1H[pl]
stands for the Fock space of N free fermions, with specified charges (p1, . . . ,pN ) (U(1)
N
weight, in the language of affine Lie algebras).
We also have an expression for the dual partition function:
ZD(ξ, p; h¯,m, q) = TrHp
(
qL0Vµ(1) eHξ
)
(6.14)
Of course, the modular properties of the partition functions (6.6)(6.12)(6.14) reflect the
S-duality of the N = 4 theory [11].
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6.4. Path representation
As in the pure gauge theory case it is extremely useful to represent the partition
function as a sum over the profiles – paths f(x). The result is:
Z(a,m; h¯, q) =
∑
f∈Γdiscrete
a
Zf (a,m; h¯, q)
Zf (a,m; h¯, q) = exp
(
−1
4
∫
dxdy f ′′(x)f ′′(y)γh¯ (x− y; q)+
+
1
4
∫
dxdy f ′′(x)f ′′(y)γh¯ (x− y +m; q)+
+
1
4h¯2
log (q)
∫
dx x2 f ′′(x)
)
(6.15)
Interchanging x and y one sees that this is symmetric with respect to m 7→ −m.
6.5. Variational problem for the prepotential
Again, just as in the case of the pure N = 2 gauge theory we are looking for the extremum
of a certain action functional on the space Γa of profiles f(x) with fixed partial charges.
By adding the surface tension term to the action we get a minimization problem on the
space of all profiles, i.e. functions that satisfy
f(x)−N |x| = 0 , |x| ≫ 0 ,
and the Lipschitz condition |f ′(x)| ≤ N . The Lipschitz condition in our case will be
satisfied automatically, since all extrema will be convex. We also impose the total zero
charge condition, a = 0, i.e. ∫
R
x f ′′(x) dx = 0 (6.16)
In this section we set m = im.
6.5.1. Path energy and surface tension
Let
L(x) =
1
2
x log
(
x2
x2 +m
)
−m arctan x
m
(6.17)
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We have:
L′(x) =
1
2
log
(
x2
x2 +m2
)
,
L′′(x) =
1
x
− 1
2
(
1
x+ im
+
1
x− im
)
.
(6.18)
•
We introduce a generalization of the energy functional (4.28):
Eq,m(f) =− 1
2
∫
−
x<y
(N + f ′(x))(N − f ′(y))L′(y − x) dx dy+
− iπτ
2
∫
R
x2 f ′′(x)dx
(6.19)
where the first term is the leading h¯ → 0 asymptotics of (6.15), and the second term
comes from the weight q|~k|. In the limit q → 0, m → ∞, so that Λ = mq 12N stays finite,
Eq,m → EΛ (this reflects the flow of the theory with adjoint hypermultiplet to the pure
N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory).
•
The functional which we want to maximize is:
Sq,m(f) = −Eq,m(f) + 12
∫
σ(f ′(x)) dx , (6.20)
where the last term is the usual surface tension term. Again, the functional (6.20) is
convex, therefore every local maximizer is also a global maximizer.
6.5.2. Variational equations
Varying f ′(x) in (6.20), and integrating by parts, we obtain the following equation∫
−
y 6=x
f ′′(y)L(y− x) dy − σ′(f ′(x)) + 2πiτx = const (6.21)
which should be satisfied at any point of continuity of σ′(f ′(x)). The constant in (6.21) is
the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the constraint (6.16). At the points of disconti-
nuity of σ′(f ′(x)), the equality (6.21) should be replaced by the corresponding two-sided
inequalities.
The function σ′ is piecewise constant, therefore differentiating (6.21) with respect to
x we get the equation ∫
f ′′(y)L′(y − x) dy = 2πiτ . (6.22)
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6.6. The spectral curve
The facets of the limit shape correspond to the singularities of the surface tension σ,
therefore the maximizer f will have N − 1 of them. This means that the support of f ′′
will be N intervals (bands):
suppf ′′ =
⋃
l=1,...,N
suppf ′′l (6.23)
and, as in (4.57), we denote:
suppf ′′l = [α
−
l , α
+
l ] (6.24)
Consider the resolvent R(z) ≡ Rf (z; 0, 0) introduced in (4.20). It has jump discontinuities
along the bands with the jump equal to πif ′′(x). Set, by definition (cf. [67][68]),
G(z) = R
(
z − im
2
)
−R
(
z +
im
2
)
.
This function is analytic in the domain U which is the Riemann sphere with 2N symmetric
cuts
U = C\
N⋃
l=1
[
α−l ±
im
2
, α+l ±
im
2
]
.
We have
G(z) = O(z−2) , z →∞ ,
and hence we can consider the multivalued function∫ z
∞
G(y) dy .
The period of
∫
G(y) dy around any cut is equal to the integral of the jump of G(z) along
the cut. By construction, the jump of G(z) is ±πif ′′(x) and, as ∫ α+l
α−
l
f ′′(y) dy = 2 we have
the well-defined function
F (z) =
1
2πi
∫ z
∞
G(y) dy mod Z
=
1
4πi
∫
R
dy f ′′(y) log
(
z − im
2
− y
z + im2 − y
)
mod Z
(6.25)
We will show that F is an N -fold branched cover of the standard cylinder
Cτ = {̟ | |ℑ(̟)| < −iτ/2} mod Z
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by the domain U . Clearly, F maps the infinity of U to the origin ̟ = 0 of Cτ .
Fig.11 Covering finite cylinder
The following proposition describes the behavior of the function F (z) on the both
sides of the two cuts corresponding to any band [α−l , α
+
l ]
Proposition 5 For any x ∈ [α−l , α
+
l ], we have
F
(
x+
im
2
± i0
)
− F
(
x−
im
2
∓ i0
)
= τ . (6.26)
Proof:
This is, in fact, a reformulation of (6.22). Indeed, let x± denote the two arguments of F in
(6.26). We need to show that
τ =
∫ x+
x−
G(y) dy =
1
4πi
∫ x+
x−
dz
∫
R
(
1
y − z + im
2
−
1
y − z − im
2
)
f
′′(y) dy .
(6.27)
Since the integrand is nonsingular on the domain of integration, we can change the order of
integration, which gives
1
2πi
∫
L
′(y − x) f ′′(y) dy = τ , (6.28)
which is precisely (6.22).
QED
Since f ′′(x) is real, we have
R(z) = R(z) ,
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from which it follows that
G(z) = −G(z) , F (z) = F (z) . (6.29)
Proposition (6.26) now implies that
ℑF
(
x± im
2
)
= ∓iτ/2 , x ∈ [α−l , α+l ] .
which means that F maps the boundary ∂U to the boundary ∂Cτ . It follows that F maps
U onto Cτ and, moreover, since F has degree N on the boundary, the map
F : U → Cτ
is an N -fold branched cover.
•
Proposition (6.26) also gives the analytic continuation of the function F (x) across the cuts
of U . The Riemann surface C of the function F is obtained by taking countably many
copies of the domain U and identifying the point
x+
im
2
± i0 , x ∈ [α−l , α+l ]
on one sheet with the point
x− im
2
∓ i0
on the next sheet.
By construction, F extends to the map from C to the infinite cylinder
F : C → C mod Z
satisfying the property
F−1(̟ + τ) = F−1(̟) + im . (6.30)
More geometrically this means that the curve C is imbedded into the total space A of affine
bundle over the elliptic curve Eτ = C/Z ⊕ τZ which is obtained from Cτ by identifying
its boundaries:
C ⊂ A = {(z,̟)|z ∈ C, ̟ ∈ C}/(z,̟) ∼ (z,̟ + 1) ∼ (z +m, ̟ + τ) (6.31)
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The map F is the restriction on C of the projection A → Eτ . The coordinate z is the
coordinate on the fiber of A.
This implies, in turn, that C is the spectral curve of the elliptic Calogero-Moser system
[60]. Indeed, the latter is the spectral curve of the Lax operator (see appendix C):
C : Detl,n (L(̟)− z) = 0
Lln(̟) = δln
(
pn +m
1
2πi
log (θ11(̟))
′
)
+
m
2πi
(1− δln) θ11(̟ + ql − qn)θ
′
11(0)
θ11(̟)θ11(ql − qn)
(6.32)
and is naturally viewed as the holomorphic curve in A representing the homology class
of N [Eτ ] under the identification A ≈ C × Eτ : (z,̟) = (p +mlog (θ11(̟))′, ̟). This
condition, together with the behaviour near ̟ = 0 fixes uniquely the N -parametric family
of curves C. The coordinates u = (u1, . . . , uN) on the base of the family of curves can be
defined using the characteristic polynomial of the Lax operator (6.32). An alternative set
of (local) coordinates is given by the so-called action variables, which can be defined as a
set of periods of the complexified Liouville one-differential zd̟ on C. In our construction
these periods are linear combinations of al’s, ξl’s and m, see below.
Remark: For N = 1, the function F−1(̟) is, up to normalization, the classical Weierstraß
function ζ(̟).
The limit shape f is reconstructed from the fact that f ′(x) mod 2Z is equal to the jump
of the function F (x) across the cut of U .
6.6.1. Periods
We shall now study the periods of the differential
dS = zd̟|C = zdF (z) = 1
2πi
z
(
R
(
z − im
2
)
−R
(
z +
im
2
))
dz (6.33)
on the Riemann surface C.
For l = 1, . . . , N let a±l denote the 1-cycle, which circles around the cut [α
−
l ± im2 , α+l ± im2 ].
Clearly: ∮
a
±
l
dS = al ± im
2
(6.34)
For l = 1, . . . , N −1, let βl be the cycle on C joining some points x+ im2 and y+ im2 , where
x ∈ (α−l , α+l ) , y ∈ (α−l+1, α+l+1) ,
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above both cuts on some sheet of C and below both cuts on the next sheet of C.
By construction of C, we have∮
βl
zdF (z) =
∫ y+ im2 +i0
x+ im2 +i0
zdF (z) +
∫ x− im2 −i0
y− im2 −i0
zdF (z) =
∫ y+ im2 +i0
y− im2 −i0
zdF (z)−
∫ x+ im2 +i0
x− im2 −i0
zdF (z) .
By the same principle as in the proof of Proposition (6.26), we obtain
∫ x+ im2 +i0
x− im2 −i0
zdF (z) =
1
4πi
∫
R
f ′′(t)dt×[(
t+
im
2
)
log
(
x− t+ i0
x− t− im
)
+
(
t− im
2
)
log
(
x− t− i0
x− t+ im
)]
=
1
2πi
∫
R
(xL′(t− x) + L(t− x)) f ′′(t) dt
=
1
2πi
ξl+1 + const
(6.35)
thanks to (6.21)(6.28) and the fact that σ′(f ′(x)) = ξl because x lies on the l’th band. We
summarize:
ξl − ξl+1 = 2πi
∮
βl
dS
al ± im
2
=
∮
a
±
l
dS
F(a,m, q) = −Eq,m(f⋆)
(6.36)
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7. ON ANOTHER MATTER
The results of the previous chapters can be generalized in various ways. One can
incorporate hypermultiplets in arbitrary representations. One can add a tower of Kaluza-
Klein states. One can study quiver gauge theories. We shall only sketch the results for
the fundamental matter, or for five dimensional theories. The other cases will be treated
in future publications.
7.1. Hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation
In this section m denotes the vector of masses:
m = diag(m1, . . . , mk)
We will denote by f = 1, . . . , k the flavour index.
The partition function of the theory with k matter hypermultiplets in the fundamental
representation of U(N) is given by the following sum over colored partitions [9]:
Z(a,m; h¯,Λ) =
∑
~k
Λ(2N−k)|~k| Z~k(a,m; h¯,Λ)
Z~k(a,m; h¯,Λ) = Z
pert(a,m; h¯,Λ)
∏
l,i,f
Γ
(
mf+al
h¯
+ kli + 1− i
)
Γ
(
mf+al
h¯
+ 1− i) µ2~k(a, h¯)
Zpert(a,m; h¯,Λ) = exp
∑
l,n
γh¯ (al − an; Λ) +
∑
l,f
γh¯ (al +mf ; Λ)

(7.1)
As before, the partition function (7.1) can be written as a sum over profiles f = f
a,~k
as
follows
Z(a,m; h¯,Λ) =
∑
f
Zf (a,m; h¯,Λ)
Zf (a,m; h¯,Λ) = exp
(
−1
4
∫
dxdy f ′′(x)f ′′(y) γh¯ (x− y; Λ)+
1
2
∑
f
∫
dx f ′′(x) γh¯ (x+mf ; Λ)
) (7.2)
Observe that the action in (7.2) is the old action (4.25) evaluated at a modified function
f˜ such that
f˜ ′′ = f ′′ −
∑
f
δ(x+mf ) (7.3)
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Therefore, the variational problem for the limit shape f is essentially the variational prob-
lem solved in Section 4, the only modification being that the maximizer f˜⋆ is required to
have corners at the points x = −mf .
We will solve this problem under the assumption that mf are real and |mf | ≫ 0.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the number k of flavors is exactly 2N − 1
since letting some mf go to infinity reduces the number of labeled.
Let ∆˜ be the half-strip
{|ℜ(̟)| < N,ℑ(̟) > 0} ,
but now with two kinds of vertical slits. As before, we have N − 1 slits going from the
points
−N + 2l + iηl , l = 1, . . . , N − 1
down to the real axis. Additionally, we introduce 2N − 1 slits from the points
−N + l + iη˜l , l = 1, . . . , 2N − 1
going up to the infinity. Let Φ˜ be the conformal map from the upper-half plane to the
domain ∆˜ as in the following figure
Fig.12 The map Φ˜ for N = 3
The numbers ηl are, as before, the parameters of this map, as well as the number Λ. The
numbers η˜l are uniquely fixed by the requirement that
Φ−1(∞) = {m1, . . . , m2N−1,∞} .
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Let P (z) be a monic degree N polynomial with all real roots. Suppose that Λ is
sufficiently small and the mf ’s are large enough. If
m1 < . . . < mr ≪ 0≪ mr+1 < . . . < m2N−1
then, as before, one checks that the map
Φ˜(z) =
2
πi
ln
w√
Λ
−N + r + 1 , (7.4)
where w is the smaller root of the equation
w +
Λ
w
=
P (z)√
Q(z)
, Q(z) =
2N−1∏
f=1
(z +mf ) , (7.5)
is the required conformal map. Its construction is illustrated in the following figure which
is a modification of Fig. 7:
Fig.13 The map Φ˜ as a composition of maps for N = 2
The branch of the logarithm in (7.4) is chosen so that
ℑlog (w)→ 0 , z →∞ .
We now claim that the maximizer f˜⋆ is given by the same formula as before
f˜⋆(x)
′ = ℜ Φ˜(x) , (7.6)
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which simply means that the nontrivial part of the maximizer f⋆ is determined by the
formula
f⋆(x)
′ = ℜ Φ˜(x) , |x| < min{|mf |} , (7.7)
whereas f⋆(x) = N |x| outside of this interval.
Indeed, f˜⋆(x)
′ clearly has the required jumps at the points x = −mf . The equation
(Xf˜⋆)
′ = −πℑΦ
is checked in the exact same way as before. In particular, the asymptotics
Φ˜(z) ∼ 1
πi
ln
Λ
z
+ real constant , z →∞ (7.8)
agrees with the fact that from (4.61) we have
(Xf˜⋆)
′(z) = lnΛ− ln |z| +O
(
1
z
)
, z →∞ . (7.9)
This verifies the predictions of [3][4]. If 2N = k then the curve will be covering elliptic
curve, and again can be explicitly constructed.
7.2. Five dimensional theory on a circle
Consider five dimensional pure supersymmetric gauge theory with eight supercharges,
compactified on the circle S1 of circumference β. In addition, put the Ω-twist in the
noncompact four dimensions. The resulting theory is a deformation of (2.1) by β-dependent
terms.
The theory was analyzed in [14][9] and the result of the calculation of the partition
function is the following:
Z(a; h¯, β,Λ) =
∑
~k
(βΛ)2N|~k|Z~k(a; h¯, β)
Z~k(a; h¯, β) = Z
pert(a; h¯, β) µ2~k(a, β, h¯)
µ2~k(a, β, h¯) =
∏
(l,i)6=(n,j)
sinhβ
2
(al − an + h¯(kl,i − kn,j + j − i))
sinhβ
2
(al − an + h¯(j − i))
Zpert(a; h¯, β) = Λ
1−N2
12 exp
∑
l,n
γh¯ (al − an|β; Λ)
(7.10)
Note that we included a power of β in Λ in (7.10) in order to have a simple four dimensional
limit β → 0, Λ finite. This “renormalization” group relation was actually derived in [6][14].
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7.2.1. Path representation
The partition function (7.10) is easily written as a path sum:
Z(a; h¯, β,Λ) =
∑
f∈Γa
exp
(
−1
4
∫
−
x6=y
f ′′(x)f ′′(y) γh¯ (x− y|β; Λ)
)
(7.11)
7.2.2. Prepotential
From (7.11) we derive, as before, the equations on the critical path, which, in turn,
determine the prepotential. Assuming β > 0, we have
F0(a, β,Λ) = 1
4
Eβ(f⋆) , (7.12)
where f⋆ is the maximizer and the functional Eβ is defined by:
Eβ(f) =
∫
−
x<y
dxdy (N + f ′(x))(N − f ′(y)) log
(
2
βΛ
sinh
β|x− y|
2
)
. (7.13)
Again, we modify the functional (7.12) by a surface energy term to obtain the following
total action functional:
S(f) = 1
4
Eβ(f) + 1
2
∫
R
σ(f ′) dx (7.14)
We now introduce a five dimensional analogue of the transform Xf (see appendix A for
the definition of the function γ0(x; β)):
[Xβf ] (x) =
1
2
∫
−
y 6=x
dy sgn(y − x) γ′0(|y − x|; β) f ′′(y) . (7.15)
Note that the relation
γ0(x; β)
′′ = log
2
βΛ
sinh
βx
2
, (7.16)
implies that
[Xβf ]
′
(x) = −1
2
∫
−
y 6=x
dy log
(
2
βΛ
sinh
β|x− y|
2
)
f ′′(y) . (7.17)
The equations on the minimizer for (7.14) are formulated exactly as in the Proposition
(4.45) with the replacement of Xf by Xβf .
The solutions to these equations can be constructed as follows. Let Φ(z) be the
conformal map from the horizontal strip
0 < ℑz < π
β
(7.18)
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to the slit half-strip ∆˜ with N − 1 slits of the form (4.48) and an additional vertical
semi-infinite slit
ℜ̟ = 0 , ℑ̟ > η˜ ,
as in Section 7.1 above. We normalize Φ by the requiring that it maps the two ends of
the horizontal strip to the two ends of ∆˜. This fixes it up to precomposing with an overall
shift by a real constant.
The exponential map
z 7→ X = eβz
maps the strip (7.18) to the upper half-plane, mapping R to R>0. Therefore, we can use
the results of the previous section to conclude that Φ has the form
Φ(z) = N +
2
πi
logw ,
where w is the smaller root of the equation
X−
N
2 PN (X) = (βΛ)
N
(
w +
1
w
)
, X = eβz . (7.19)
Here PN is a monic polynomial of degree N and logw is normalized, as usual, by the
requirement that ℑ logw→ 0 as z → +∞ along the real axis.
In the form (7.19), the parameter η˜ of the map Φ becomes a function of Λ and other
parameters. The equation (7.19) defines the spectral curve of the relativistic Toda chain,
as predicted in [14].
Applying the Schwarz reflection principle to any vertical part of the boundary of ∆˜
and taking the resulting function modulo 1, we obtain a 2N -fold map from the horizontal
cylinder of circumference 2π/β with N cuts along the real axis to the unit half-cylinder,
as shown in the following figure
Fig.14 The map Φ mod 1
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Here each cut covers 2-to-1 the finite boundary of the half-cylinder, while both ends
of the cylinder cover N -to-1 each the infinite end of the half-cylinder.
As before, it follows that Φ′(z) extends to a 2πi/β-periodic function in the entire
complex plane with N cuts along the real axis, periodically repeated. The values of Φ′(z)
on the two sides of the cut are real and opposite in sign. We have
Φ(x+ i0) = ±
(
i
Nβx
π
+N
)
+
2N
πi
log βΛ , x→ ±∞ , (7.20)
whence
Φ′(x+ i0) = ∓Nβ
πi
, x→ ±∞ , (7.21)
It follows that the function Φ′(z) satisfies the following integral equation
Φ′(z) =
β
2πi
∫
R
ℜΦ′(x) coth
(
β
(x− z)
2
)
dx . (7.22)
Moreover, by comparing the asymptotics, we can integrate (7.22) to
Φ(z) = N +
i
π
∫
R
ℜΦ′(x) log
(
2
βΛ
sinh
β(z − x)
2
)
dx . (7.23)
We claim that the maximizer f⋆ is given in terms of the map Φ by the usual formula
f ′⋆(x) = ℜΦ(x+ i0) .
Indeed, from (7.23) and (7.17) we conclude that
(Xβf⋆)
′
(x) = −π
2
ℑΦ(x) . (7.24)
The difference with the previously considered cases lies in the fact that to reconstruct the
values of ξl’s (and al’s) we have to integrate the multi-valued differential
dS5 =
1
β
log (X)
dw
w
on the curve (7.19), as indeed proposed in [14]. Also note that domain where the map Φ
is defined is different. This leads to the new form of the Seiberg-Witten differential.
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7.2.3. Free field representation
Again we start with N = 1 case. Let Q = eβh¯. In this case we are to sum over all
partitions:
Z(a, h¯, β,Λ) =
∑
k
(−1)|k|(βΛ)2|k|
∏
∈k
 β
2sinh
(
βh¯h( )
2
)
2 =
exp
∞∑
n=1
(βΛ)2n
4n sinh2
(
βh¯n
2
) (7.25)
The free field representation of the sum (7.25) is most simply done using the vertex oper-
ators:
Γ±(β, h¯) = exp
∑
±n>0
1
n(1−Qn)Jn (7.26)
Then
Z(a, h¯, β,Λ) = 〈0|Γ+(β, h¯)(βΛ)2L0Γ−(β, h¯)|0〉 (7.27)
and, for N > 1 we would get:
ZD(ξ; p; β, h¯,Λ) = 〈p|Γ+(β, h¯)(βΛ)2L0eHξΓ−(β, h¯)|p〉 (7.28)
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
8.1. Future directions and related work
In this paper we extensively analyzed the partition functions of various N = 2 super-
symmetric gauge theories, subject to the Ω-background of N = 2 supergravity. In all cases
the partition function was identified with the statistical sum of an ensemble of random
partitions with various Boltzmann weights. The grand canonical ensemble corresponds to
the fixed theta angle in the gauge theory. In the thermodynamic limit the statistical sums
are dominated by a saddle point, a master partition, from which one can extract easily
various important characteristics of the low-energy effective gauge theory, such as the pre-
potential of the effective action, which is identified with the free energy per unit volume
in the dual statistical model, provided we relate the volume to the parameters ǫ1, ǫ2 of the
Ω-background, via
V =
1
ǫ1ǫ2
.
The particle number is clearly the instanton charge. So the gauge theory partition function
corresponds to the grand canonical ensemble, with log (Λ) being the chemical potential.
The average particle number per unit volume, the density, is easy to determine:
ρ =
〈
k
V
〉
=
ǫ1ǫ2
2N Zinst(a, ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ)
∂
∂log (Λ)
Zinst(a, ǫ1, ǫ2,Λ) −→V ∞
1
2N
∂
∂log (Λ)
F inst0 (a,Λ) = u2 −
∑
l
a2l
2
(8.1)
(recall (4.5)). In the region U∞ the right hand side of (8.1) is clearly very small, it is of
the order:
ρ ∼ Λ
2N
a2(N−1)
∼M2W e
− 8π2
g2
eff
(MW )
where MW is the typical W -boson mass, and geff(MW ) is the effective coupling at this
scale. The dependence of the instanton density on the coupling is the typical one in the
dilute gas approximation (cf. [23][69]). In the semi-classical region there are very few
instantons per unit volume.
Of course, a cautious reader may wonder about the dimensionality of the instanton
density (which normally should be (mass)4). The point is that the noncommutative regu-
larization which we used in the calculations introduces a scale ∼ √Θ, which is responsible
for the dimensional transmutation we see in (8.1). Indeed, the physical volume, occupied
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by k instantons, sitting on top of each other, is roughly kΘ2. Such instanton “foam”[70],
or perhaps, liquid, may well be related to more complicated phenomenological pictures,
say instanton liquid [71]. Moreover, as we go deeper into the moduli space of vacua, the
diluteness of the instanton gas also must cease to hold. However, the analytic properties
of the partition function (3.2) are powerful enough to uniquely fix it by the instanton gas
expansion in U∞.
Note, that one of the interpretations of our result is the existence of the master field in
the N = 2 gauge theories, which, however, is working only for special (chiral) observables,
unlike the master field of the large N gauge theories [72]. The latter, however, is much
more elusive.
In our story, the master field is constructed as follows. First of all, the labeled parti-
tions ~k we sum over are in one-to-one correspondence with the (noncommutative) gauge
fields, describing certain arrangements of the nearly point-like instantons, sitting nearly on
top of each other. The “master” partition with the profile f⋆ corresponds to statistically
most favorable configuration.
We extensively exploited in this paper the fact that Ω-background acts as a box,
similarly, in some respects, to the AdS space for the supergravity theory. One may wonder,
why couldn’t we use the more traditional ways of regularizing infrared divergences of the
gauge theory. In fact, the number of options is rather limited. One may study gauge
theories on the compact four manifolds. To preserve supersymmetry one needs to turn on
certain non-minimal couplings, which effectively twist the gauge theory. However, in these
approaches one cannot learn directly the properties of the gauge theory in the infinite
volume, as all vacua are averaged over, and either most of them do not contribute to
the correlation functions of the chiral operators (which is the case for the simple type
manifolds), or (for the manifolds with b+2 ≤ 1) the contribution of the various vacua is
related to the prepotential in a complicated fashion [73][74]. It is out of such attempts to
regulate the N = 2 theory that one naturally arrives at the concept of the Ω-background.
The topic which we completely neglected in our paper is the application of our for-
malism to the theories with N = 1 supersymmetry. Recently, there was a lot of excitement
related to the exact calculations of the effective superpotentials of the theories, obtained
from N = 2 theories by the superpotential deformations [8][75][76]. It should be straight-
forward to apply our techniques in these setups as well. One encouraging feature of our
formalism in the case of pure N = 2 and softly broken N = 4 theories, is the striking
similarity of the expression we have for the partition functions and the matrix models
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calculating the effective superpotentials of the N = 1 gauge theories with an additional
adjoint chiral multiplet, or with three adjoint chiral multiplets, with specific superpotential.
The similarity is the measure — in the first case it is the regularized Vandermonde
determinant of the infinite matrix Φ̂ with the eigenvalues al + h¯(kli − i). In the second
case it is the ratio of the determinants:
Det′(adΦ̂)
Det(adΦ̂ +m)
The fact that the eigenvalues concentrate (for small h¯) around al’s also has a matrix model
counterpart. Namely, to get the theory with U(1)N gauge symmetry one adds to the U(N)
theory a tree-level superpotential with extrema near a1, . . . , aN . In the limit of vanishing
superpotential one is left essentially with the Haar measure on matrices, together with the
prescription to distribute eigenvalues near the extrema of the phantom of the superpotential
[8].
The differences are also easy to see: on our case the matrix is infinite, but the eigenval-
ues are discrete and are summed over. In the Dijkgraaf-Vafa case, the matrix is finite, but
the eigenvalues are continuous and integrated over. We have h¯ → 0, they have N̂ → ∞.
The issue is tantalizing and is under investigation [77].
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0h, East is East, and West is West, and never the twain shall meet, . . .
Another issue which we didn’t touch much upon is the string theory dual of our calculation.
There are several points one may want to stress.
First of all, the summation over partitions that we encountered is very similar to
the summation over partitions one encounters in the two dimensional U(N̂) Yang-Mills
theory, in the large N̂ limit. In particular, when working on a two-sphere, one finds a
master partition [78], and moreover, for the values of the ’t Hooft coupling constant the
profile of the master partition has the facets, just like ours.
Of course, technically speaking, the two dimensional YM theory corresponds to the
U(1) theory in our case, and the ’t Hooft coupling there corresponds to the higher Casimir
coupling τ3 in our game. But the phenomena have similar origin. Now, the two dimen-
sional Yang-Mills theory has a dual closed string representation [79], and so does our four
dimensional partition function. And again, just like 1/N̂ played the roˆle of the string
coupling constant, h¯ plays this roˆle in the four dimensional story.
In the U(1) case all this is more or less well-known [36][10] by now. However, the full
string dual of the U(N) theory is yet to be discovered (see [10] for the discussion, see also
[80][81]).
We should add that from the point of view of Gromov-Witten theorists the dual type A
topological string theory, whatever it is, must be rather simple. Most of them should have
one dimensional target spaces. The rough correspondence between the gauge theory and
the dual GW theory states that the U(N) theory with g adjoint hypermultiplets (which
is not asymptotically free/conformal for g > 1) is dual to the GW theory of N copies of
the Riemann surface of genus g. The words “N copies” still do not quite have a formal
meaning.
In the large N̂ description of the two dimensional Yang-Mills theory a prominent roˆle
was played by the formalism of free fermions [53]. Of course, the chiral fermions of [53]
are ours Ψ, Ψ˜ (somehow four dimensional gauge theories do not see the anti-chiral sector).
One of the exciting problems is to understand better the nature of these chiral fields
in the string realizations of N = 2 gauge theories. The conjecture of [9] was that they
arise as the modes of the chiral two form propagating on the worldvolume of the NS5/M5
brane, trapped by the Ω-background. In the bosonized form, these can also be mapped to
the truncated version of the Kodaira-Spencer field, propagating along the Seiberg-Witten
curve. We are planning to investigate these issues in the future.
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Yet another exciting area of research, revolving around our partition functions is their
two dimensional (anyonic) interpretation in the ν 6= 1 case. The connections to the Jack
polynomials, which are the eigenfunctions of the Sutherland many-body Hamiltonians with
ν(ν − 1) coupling constant, suggest strongly some relations to the physics of the quantum
Hall effect, and also to the theory of analytic maps [82]. The latter also seem to be
responsible for the higher Casimir deformation (4.73).
Seiberg-Witten curve itself seems to arise as some quasiclassical object in the theory
of some many-body (N̂ → ∞) system. Indeed, the space z, w where it is embedded, can
be viewed as a one-particle phase space. The particles are basically free for ν = 1, and
have some phantom interaction for ν 6= 0, 1, which only reveals itself in the generalized
Pauli exclusion principle (Haldane exclusion principle). They fill some sort of Fermi sea,
bounded by the Seiberg-Witten curve. Perhaps, the relation to the random dimers [47]
will also prove useful in understanding these issues. Another possibly useful feature of
our energy functional is its seimple relation to the two dimensional local theory of a free
boson. Indeed, the bi-local part of (4.36) is nothing but the induced boundary action,
with ρ(x) being the boundary condition in the theory of the free boson, living on the
upper half-plane. Of course, when the subleading in h¯ corrections are taken into account
the theory will cease to be free. It is also interesting to point out that our extremizing
configuration f⋆(x) corresponds to some sort of multiple D-brane boundary state, with N
D-branes located at x ∼ al, l = 1, . . . , N .
It is of course very tempting to develop these pictures further, connect instanton
gas/liquid/cristall to the (Luttinger?) liquid of the dual anyons, and learn more about the
properties of the fivebranes from all this. Perhaps, the results of [83][84] will prove useful
along this route.
Finally, the theory with adjoint matter should be closely related to conformal field
theory on an elliptic curve. We have uncovered some of the relation in the partition
function being interpreted as a trace in the representation of a current algebra. We should
also note that the elliptic Calogero-Moser system, whose spectral curve, as we showed
above, encodes the quasiclassical/thermodynamic limit of the partition function, allows a
nonstationary generalization, related to KZB equations, which, conjecturally, governs our
full partition function [85][86][87][88][89][90].
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8.2. Summary of the results
In this paper we have advanced in the study of the vacuum structure of gauge theories.
We considered N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories in four dimensions, and have subject
them to the so-called Ω-background. In this background one can calculate exactly the
partition function, in any instanton sector. The result has the form of a statistical sum
of the ensemble of random partitions. The limit where the Ω-background approaches flat
space, is the most interesting for the applications, as there one is supposed to learn about
the properties of the supersymmetric gauge theory in flat spacetime. In terms of the
random partitions this is a thermodynamic, or quasiclassical limit. The flat space limit of
the free energy coincides with the prepotential of the low-energy effective theory.
We have evaluated the sum over instantons, by applying the saddle point method, and
thus have succeeded (to our knowledge, for the first time in the literature) in producing
the all-instanton direct calculation of the prepotential.
In all cases considered: pure gauge theory, theory with the matter hypermultiplets,
five dimensional theory compactified on a circle – the saddle point corresponds to some
master partition, which is the analogue of the eigenvalue distribution in the theory of
random matrices. And in all cases one can encode the solution in some family of algebraic
curves, endowed with a meromorphic (sometimes multivalued) differential, whose periods
contain the information about the prepotential.
We have also found interesting representation of the full partition function (which,
in addition to the prepotential, contains also certain higher gravitational couplings Fg of
the gauge theory) as a partition function of the theory of chiral fermions/bosons on a
sphere (for the pure gauge theory), on a torus (for the theory with adjoint matter), or
some q-analogue thereof (for the five dimensional theory).
We have also uncovered numerous puzzling relations between various seemingly unre-
lated topics which leave a lot of work for the future.
Disclaimer. Opinions presented in this paper do not necessarily reflect author’s point of
view. There are about ∼ 2πi/ misprints in this paper. We are however confident that the
most of them cancel each other.
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Appendix A. The function γh¯ (x; Λ)
A.0.1. Free case: ǫ2 = −ǫ1 = h¯
The function γh¯ (x; Λ) is characterized by the following properties:
1. Asymptotic expansion for h¯→ 0:
γh¯ (x; Λ) =
∞∑
g=0
h¯2g−2γg(x) (A.1)
2. Finite-difference equation:
γh¯ (x+ h¯; Λ) + γh¯ (x− h¯; Λ)− 2γh¯ (x; Λ) = log
( x
Λ
)
(A.2)
The conditions (A.1)(A.2) specify γh¯ (x; Λ) uniquely up to a linear function in x. All
the terms γg(x), g > 0 are uniquely determined:
γ0(x) =
1
2
x2log
( x
Λ
)
− 3
4
x2
γ1(x) = − 1
12
log
( x
Λ
)
γ2(x) = − 1
240
1
x2
...
γg(x) =
B2g
2g(2g − 2)
1
x2g−2
, g > 1
(A.3)
where Bn’s are the usual Bernoulli numbers:
t
et − 1 =
∞∑
n=0
Bn
n!
tn
The function γh¯ (x; Λ) is closely related to the gamma function:
γh¯
(
x+
h¯
2
; Λ
)
− γh¯
(
x− h¯
2
; Λ
)
= log
(
1√
2π
h¯
x
h¯ Γ
(
1
2
+
x
h¯
))
(A.4)
Another definition of the function γh¯ (x; Λ) is through the zeta-regularization:
γh¯ (x; Λ) =
d
ds
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
Λs
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
ts
e−tx
(eh¯t − 1)(e−h¯t − 1) (A.5)
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Remark: Note, that
γh¯ (0; Λ) = −
1
12
The function γh¯ (x; Λ) for Λ = 1 arises as the free energy of the c = 1 string with h¯
being the string coupling, and x the cosmological constant. It is also related to the free
energy of the topological type A string on the conifold (see also below). The adepts of
the applications of matrix models in susy gauge theories [8] praise yet another property of
γh¯ (x; Λ):
log (VolU(N)) = γ1(N ; 1) (A.6)
A.0.2. Anyon case: general ǫ1, ǫ2
γǫ1,ǫ2 (x; Λ) =
d
ds
∣∣∣∣∣
s=0
Λs
Γ(s)
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
ts
e−tx
(eǫ1t − 1)(eǫ2t − 1) (A.7)
In the case ǫ2 = −ǫ1 = h¯ this reduces to γh¯ (x; Λ):
γh¯ (x; Λ) = γ−h¯,h¯ (x; Λ)
The main difference equation:
γǫ1,ǫ2 (x; Λ) + γǫ1,ǫ2 (x− ǫ1 − ǫ2; Λ)− γǫ1,ǫ2 (x− ǫ1; Λ)−γǫ1,ǫ2 (x− ǫ2; Λ) =
log
(
Λ
x
)
(A.8)
Reflection:
γ−ǫ1,ǫ2(x; Λ) = −γǫ1,ǫ2 (x− ǫ1; Λ)−
2x+ ǫ1
2ǫ2
log (Λ) (A.9)
For ν ∈ Q the function γǫ1,ǫ2 (x; Λ) can be related to γh¯ (x; Λ). Suppose
ǫ1 = − h¯
p
, ǫ2 =
h¯
q
, p, q ∈ N. (A.10)
Then
γǫ1,ǫ2 (x; Λ) =
p−1∑
i=0
q−1∑
j=0
γh¯
(
x+
h¯
pq
(pj − qi) ; Λ
)
(A.11)
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A.0.3. Trigonometric analogue of γǫ1,ǫ2 (x; Λ)
The natural generalization of (A.7) is the function:
γǫ1,ǫ2 (x|β; Λ) =
1
2ǫ1ǫ2
(
−β
6
(
x+ 12 (ǫ1 + ǫ2)
)3
+ x2log (βΛ)
)
+
∞∑
n=1
1
n
e−βnx
(eβnǫ1 − 1)(eβnǫ2 − 1)
(A.12)
which obeys:
The main Q-difference equation:
γǫ1,ǫ2 (x|β; Λ) + γǫ1,ǫ2 (x− ǫ1 − ǫ2|β; Λ)− γǫ1,ǫ2 (x− ǫ1|β; Λ)− γǫ1,ǫ2 (x− ǫ2|β; Λ) =
− log
(
2
βΛ
sinh
βx
2
)
(A.13)
We shall only use in this paper the special case ǫ2 = −ǫ1 = h¯, where we get the
function
γh¯ (x; β; Λ) =
βx3
12h¯2
− x
2
2h¯2
log (βΛ) − βx
24
+
∞∑
n=1
1
n
e−βnx
(e−βnh¯ − 1)(eβnh¯ − 1)
=
∞∑
g=0
γg(x; β)h¯
2g−2
γ0(x; β) = −x
2
2
log (βΛ) + β
x3
12
− 1
β2
Li3
(
e−βx
)
γ1(x; β) = − 1
12
log
(
2sinh
βx
2
)
γg(x; β) =
B2gβ
2g−2
2g(2g − 2) Li3−2g
(
e−βx
)
(A.14)
Note that up to the terms of instanton degree zero the function γh¯ (x|β; Λ) coincides
with the all-genus free energy of the type A topological string on the resolved conifold,
with βx being the Ka¨hler class of the P1, and βh¯ the string coupling [91]. Another
Gromov-Witten interpretation is via the local F1, with the Ka¨hler class of the base
P1 being log (βΛ) (considered to be big), and the fiber P1 with the Ka¨hler class βx
[6].
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Appendix B. Partitions, charges, colours
Partition: a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers, stabilizing at some point
at zero:
k : k1 ≥ k2 ≥ . . . ≥ kn > 0 = kn+1 = kn+2 = . . .
n ≡ ℓ(k) is called the length of k,
|k| =∑i ki, is called the size of the partition, ki’s are called the parts of the partition.
Fig.15 Box, hook, ....
The parts of a partition are labeled by i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,
For the partition k:
= (i, j) ∈ k⇐⇒ 1 ≤ i, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki
Dual partition: k˜,
(i, j) ∈ k˜⇐⇒ (j, i) ∈ k
i.e. k˜i = #{j|i ≤ kj}
Hook-length hi,j = h( ) of the (i, j) box in the Young diagram of the partition k:
hi,j = k˜j + ki − i− j + 1
Coloured partition: ~k, the N -tuple of partitions:
~k = (k1, . . . ,kN ),
individual partitions are denoted as:
kl = (kl,1 ≥ kl,2 ≥ . . . ≥ kl,nl > kl,nl+1 = 0 = . . .),
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|~k| =
∑
l,i
kli
Charged partition: (p;k), the set of nonincreasing integers κi = ki + p, where
k = (k1 ≥ k2 ≥ . . .)
is a partition, and p ∈ Z. The limit κ∞ ≡ p is called the charge.
Blending of coloured partitions: given a vector ~p = (p1, . . . , pN ), with∑
l
pl = 0
and an N -tuple of partitions ~k, we define the blended partition K, as follows:
{Ki − i | i ∈ N} = {N(kli − i+ pl) + l − 1 | l = 1, . . . , N, i ∈ N } (B.1)
B.0.4. Power-sums
To the charged partition (p;k) it is useful to associate the following shifted-symmetric
generating function, analytic in t, with a single pole at t = 0, defined for ℜt > 0 by the
series:
pp;k(t) =
∞∑
i=1
et(p+ki−i+
1
2 ) (B.2)
The expansion of pp;k(t) near t = 0 contains information about the charge, the size of k,
etc:
pp;k(t) =
1
t
+ p+ t
(
p2
2
+ |k| − 1
24
)
+ . . . (B.3)
•
Given N partitions kl, l = 1, . . . , N , and the charges pl ∈ Z, we associate to them the
generating function:
p
~p;~k(t) =
∑
l,i
e
t
(
N(pl+kl,i−i)+l− 12
)
=
∑
l
eNtρl ppl,kl(Nt) (B.4)
which corresponds to the blended partition K of charge:
p =
∑
l
pl =
∑
l
p˜l (B.5)
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and size:
|K| =
∑
I
KI = N
∑
l
(
1
2 p˜
2
l + |kl|
)− 12p2 − N2 − 124 (B.6)
where
p˜l = pl + ρl
•
The function fp;k(x) is related to pp;k(t) by the integral transformation:
f
′′
p;k(x) = −
1
πi
∫
R
dt e−itx sin
th¯
2
pp;k(ith¯) (B.7)
The resolvent (4.20) is related to pp;k(t) by another integral transformation:
R(z|ǫ1, ǫ2) = − 1
πi
∫ ∞
0
dt e−tz sinh
th¯
2
pp;k(th¯) (B.8)
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Appendix C. Theta-function
For completeness we list here the relevant formulae for the odd theta function, which
we use in (6.32).
θ11(̟; τ) =
∑
n∈Z
eπiτ(n+
1
2 )
2+2πi(̟+
1
2 )(n+
1
2)
θ11(̟ + 1; τ) = −θ11(̟; τ)
θ11(̟ + τ ; τ) = −e−πi(2̟+τ)θ11(̟; τ)
(C.1)
From these formulae one easily concludes that the Lax operator L(̟) (6.32) is the mero-
morphic Higgs operator in the rank N vector bundle over the elliptic curve Eτ , twisted by
the one dimensional affine bundle, which makes its spectrum to live in the affine bundle
as well.
In (6.12) we use Dedekind eta-function:
η(q) = q
1
24
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn), q = e2πiτ (C.2)
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